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Abstract
Compressed sensing (CS) theory speciﬁes a new signal acquisition approach, potentially allowing the acquisition of signals at a much lower data rate than the
Nyquist sampling rate. In CS, the signal is not directly acquired but reconstructed
from a few measurements.

One of the key problems in CS is how to recover

the original signal from measurements in the presence of noise. This dissertation
addresses signal reconstruction problems in CS. First, a feedback structure and signal
recovery algorithm, orthogonal pruning pursuit (OPP), is proposed to exploit the prior
knowledge to reconstruct the signal in the noise-free situation. To handle the noise, a
noise-aware signal reconstruction algorithm based on Bayesian Compressed Sensing
(BCS) is developed. Moreover, a novel Turbo Bayesian Compressed Sensing (TBCS)
algorithm is developed for joint signal reconstruction by exploiting both spatial and
temporal redundancy. Then, the TBCS algorithm is applied to a UWB positioning
system for achieving mm-accuracy with low sampling rate ADCs. Finally, hardware
implementation of BCS signal reconstruction on FPGAs and GPUs is investigated.
Implementation on GPUs and FPGAs of parallel Cholesky decomposition, which is
a key component of BCS, is explored. Simulation results on software and hardware
have demonstrated that OPP and TBCS outperform previous approaches, with UWB
positioning accuracy improved by 12.8x. The accelerated computation helps enable
real-time application of this work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation addresses signal acquisition problems. We consider the research in
the state-of-the-art compressed sensing theory. The research problem and general
problem statement will be detailed. Previous work and papers will be investigated.
We will discuss the research achievable goals and possible approaches, leading into a
description of the dissertation problem.

1.1

Introduction to Compressed Sensing

Compressed sensing (CS) theory [11] [27] is blooming in recent years. Essentially, in
CS theory, the original signal is not directly acquired but reconstructed based on the
measurements obtained from projecting the signal onto a random distributed matrix.
It is well known that most natural signals are sparse, i.e., in a certain transform
domain, most elements are zeros or have very small amplitudes. Taking advantage
of such sparsity, various CS signal reconstruction algorithms are developed to recover
the original signal from a few observations and measurements.
In Fig. 1.1 we ﬁrst consider a real-valued, N -dimensional, discrete-time signal x,
which can be viewed as an N × 1 column vector in RN with elements x[n], n =
1, 2, ..., N. The signal vector x is the original signal.

Any signal in RN can be

represented with respect to some basis set. Using the N × N basis matrix Ψ =
1

S

Figure 1.1: Illustration of compressed sensing theory
[ψ1 |ψ2 |...|ψN ] with the vectors ψi as columns, a signal x can be expressed as,
x = ΨS,

(1.1)

where S is the N × 1 column vector. Clearly, x and S are equivalent representations
of the signal, with x in the time or space domain and S in the Ψ domain. The signal
x is K-sparse if it is a linear combination of only K basis vectors; that is, only K
of the coeﬃcients are nonzero and (N − K) are zero. When K << N , the signal x
is compressible if the representation has just a few large coeﬃcients and many small
coeﬃcients. Then we consider a general linear measurement process that computes
M < N inner products,
y = Φx = ΦΨS = ΘS,
where the measurement vector y is an M × 1 vector.

(1.2)
Note that the Gaussian

measurement matrix Θ is incoherent. Otherwise, the redundant elements should
be removed. More speciﬁcally, an M × N Independent and Identically Distributed
(iid) Gaussian matrix can be shown to have the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)
with high probability if M ≥ cKlog(N/K), with c a small constant. Therefore,
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K sparse and compressible signals of length N can be recovered from only M ≥
cKlog(N/K) ≪ N random Gaussian measurements [11].
CS theory develops algorithms to reconstruct the original signal vector x or,
equivalently, its sparse coeﬃcient vector S, given the M -dimensional measurement
vector y, and the random measurement matrix Θ. There are several methods which
can be utilized to obtain an estimate of the signal. For example, based on optimization
theory, the minimum ℓ1 optimization is given by
Ŝ = arg min ∥S∥1 ,

(1.3)

subject to to y = ΘS.

(1.4)

where a family of convex optimization algorithms, such as Basis Pursuit (BP), and
simplex methods, can be utilized to reconstruct the signal by minimizing the ℓ1 norm.
For the minimum ℓ2 ,
Ŝ = arg min ∥S∥0 ,

(1.5)

subject to to y = ΘS.

(1.6)

where a family of pursuit algorithms, such as Matching Pursuit (MP), and Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit (OMP) approaches, can be utilized to reconstruct the signal by
minimizing the ℓ2 norm. Other algorithms are also developed based on machine
learning theory[38], Bayesian network [59], and wireless coding/decoding algorithms
[24].
Essentially CS theory reconstructs the N -dimensional signal vector indirectly from
the limited M measurements. CS theory can be applied to several applications to
lower down the sampling rate of direct signal acquisitions. One application is an
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) system.

3

1.2
1.2.1

General Problem Statements
UWB Application Problem

Ultra-wideband (UWB) techniques bring a paradigm shift to the ﬁeld of wireless
communications which can realize giga bit/second data rates for many applications.
For example, the UWB technique has been utilized for realizing high rate communication systems, sensor networks, and millimeter precision positioning systems due to
advantages of high timing resolution, low power consumption, and simple transmitter
architecture [69]. The UWB system utilizes a short-range, high-bandwidth pulse
without carrier frequency for communication, positioning, and radar imaging systems.
However, the challenge is the acquisition of the high-resolution, ultra-short duration
pulses, such as timing information in nano- or subnano-second levels. The extremely
high sampling rate requirement for acquiring short impulses (on the order of
picoseconds) is one of the biggest challenges in UWB receivers. Fortunately, the
emerging theory of compressed sensing (CS)[11] oﬀers an eﬀective approach to
achieve sub-Nyquist sampling rate acquisition for UWB channel estimation and UWB
communication. In this approach, original signals are linearly mixed to yield indirect
measurements. From the measurements obtained by using multiple low sampling rate
analog to digital converters (ADC), the original UWB signal is reconstructed using
CS algorithms [27].
It is well known that the UWB echo signals are inherently sparse in the time
domain, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Propagating through multi-path UWB channels, the
UWB echo signals, sl (t), received at the i-th base station in the continuous time
domain are given by

sl (t) =

L
∑

al p′ (t − til )

l=1

4

(1.7)

Figure 1.2: Example of the received UWB pulses
where we denote by p(t) the transmitted Gaussian pulse, p′ (t) the received distorted
pulse resulting from frequency-dependent propagation channels, L the number of
resolvable propagation paths, al the amplitude attenuation of the signal along the
l-th path, and til the time delay of the l-th path at the i-th base station. In a line-ofsight (LOS) environment, the ﬁrst arriving pulse always moves through the shortest
propagation path, which has the largest amplitude. In the digital domain, we mark
the high deﬁnition UWB signal vector as u, which is given by

u=

L
∑

al p′ (t − til )

(1.8)

i=1

To obtain the ultra-high resolution UWB pulses using low sampling rate ADCs,
we can apply CS theory into the UWB system[20][19]. However, in the realistic UWB
system where multiple UWB echo signals must be reconstructed, it is necessary to
develop a novel CS algorithm for joint signal reconstruction.
Receiver Structure
The bottleneck of the UWB system is the ultra-high sampling rate ADC at the
receivers since the sampling rate for capturing extremely short UWB pulses (on the
5
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Figure 1.3: Receiver structure
order of picoseconds) of the ADC for real-time signal processing is typically much
higher than that of commercially available ADCs. Therefore, we seek help from the
fact that UWB pulses are sparse in the time domain (an example is given in Fig. 1.2)
and employ the powerful technique of compressed sensing to alleviate the diﬃculty
of high rate sampling for UWB pulses. Note that we consider only one base station
in this subsection, thus ignoring the indices of base stations.
The receiver structure is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Note that the key component in
the proposed receiver is the distributed ampliﬁer to yield the measurements for the
following ADCs and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices.
The distributed ampliﬁer (DA) can be utilized for compressing the analog signal.
The DA, ﬁrst invented in 1936 and studied for many decades, is a microwave circuit for
wideband microwave signal ampliﬁers, which can also be used as microwave FIR ﬁlter,
and transversal ﬁlters. As shown in Fig. 1.4, a DA consists of multiple repeated and
identical taps, each containing a section of micro-strip input and output transmission
line, and the gain cell. This periodic architecture forms a tunable transmission line
[25][75]. The output of a DA at time t is given by

y(t) =

m
∑

cn u(t − jτ )

j=1

6

(1.9)

Input
T.L.

T.
L.

Gain
Cell

TL
..

T.L.

VCC

Terminal
Resistance

Output
TL
..

TL
..

T.L.

T.L.

Terminal
Resistance

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the inner structure of distributed ampliﬁer
where m is the number of taps in a DA, {cn } are attenuation coeﬃcients of diﬀerent
gain cells which can be set randomly, u is the input signal, and τ is the physically ﬁxed
time delay of each section of transmission line, which determines the time resolution
of the UWB signal. Note that the gain cn can be arbitrarily set for diﬀerent gain
cells and diﬀerent distributed ampliﬁers. The outputs of the distributed ampliﬁers
are then fed into an array of M ADCs.
The DA is suitable for analog CS processing in the following three aspects:
• The artiﬁcial transmission line in DA supports wideband signal propagation and
the characteristic impedance of such transmission line changes little over several
GHz. Thus, the waveform of the propagating UWB signal, S(t), is maintained.
• The time delays, determined by the length of each section of transmission line
along which the signal propagates, can easily achieve 100ps, or even less based on
diﬀerent substrates and technologies without changing the structure of DA[75].
• The co-eﬃcient of the gain cell can be either predeﬁned or reconﬁgurable
to meet the requirements of measurement matrix. In this paper, these gain
coeﬃcients are randomly distributed numbers conforming the requirement of
the CS measurement matrix.
Note that, in practice, the nonlinearity of the gain cell in diﬀerent frequency bands
will introduce the polynomial multiplication terms. However, under the small signal
7

model and low gain in our case, the nonlinear eﬀect can be largely alleviated. Also
we can use low noise ﬁgure components to alleviate noise interference. For simplicity
of discussion, we ignore the nonlinearity eﬀect.
Then if we can utilize several DAs to compose the measurement matrix, we mark
the coeﬃcient as cin , where i represents the i-th row DA. Therefore, the compressed
UWB signal is represented as:
Y = Φu + ϵ.

(1.10)

Note that Y is an M -vector. A is an M × N matrix given by
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(1.11)

x is an N -vector given by
x = (x(t − τ ), x(t − 2τ ), ..., x(t − N τ ))T ,

(1.12)

where x is noise-free received signal. For simplicity, we write x as
x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xN ) .

(1.13)

ϵ is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the distributed ampliﬁer with known
mean and variance. It is easy to see that the original signal x is compressed into the
lower dimensional vector y and A plays the role of measurement matrix in compressed
sensing.
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Base station 2

tag

Base station 4

Base station 3

Figure 1.5: Illustration of positioning system

Figure 1.6: Historical redundancy in UWB signals
We then use the Filed Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to reconstruct u from
y, thus obtaining the UWB pulse arrival times and combining the data from all base
stations to estimate the current location.
UWB positioning system
The UWB positioning system basically contains a transmitter (tag) and multiple
receivers (base stations or BS), which is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The task is to
estimate the location of the tag via the signal transmitted from the tag and received
at the base stations.
We can ﬁnd some obvious characteristics or redundancies in the unknown UWB
signal vector:
9

Figure 1.7: Spatial redundancy in UWB signals
• Temporal redundancy: if we assume that the tag does not move rapidly, which
is valid for most positioning systems, the arrival time does not change rapidly,
so we can roughly predict the locations of UWB pulses. This redundancy is
demonstrated in Fig. 1.6.
• Spatial redundancy: the UWB pulses are intercepted at multiple base stations,
thus incurring redundancy; therefore, we can combine the information of
multiple base stations to exploit the redundancy. This redundancy is displayed
in Fig. 1.7.
Based on the above analysis, we can apply the CS theory into the UWB system.
However, when applying CS to practical UWB systems, we need to address the
following problems:
• Can we reduce the number of measurements required for reliable signal
reconstruction? The CS reconstruction algorithm requires a certain number
of measurements to recover the original signals. However, in practical systems
the measurements realized in the analog domain require expensive hardware
resources. Reducing the number of measurements leads to decrease the sampling
rate, which means to alleviate the sampling problem for UWB systems.
• How do we alleviate the complexity of CS algorithms for fast signal reconstruction? Most CS algorithms are computationally expensive. A simple CS
10

reconstruction algorithm is in pressing need for high speed UWB communication
systems. In addition, it is also important for the algorithm to combat noise and
interference.
• How can we take advantages of temporal and spatial redundancy to improve
performance of CS signal reconstruction? By exploiting and integrating the
redundant information into the CS signal reconstruction algorithm, can we
reduce the number of measurements? Can we improve the performance of
combating the noise and alleviate the complexity of the CS algorithm?

1.2.2

Computation Acceleration Problem

CS theory and signal reconstruction algorithms are usually computationally expensive. In particular, most CS algorithms are associated with intensive matrix
operations, such as matrix-matrix multiplication, Cholesky decomposition, and
matrix inversion. With the growth of the matrix size, computational costs will greatly
increase, leading to unacceptably high execution time. This hampers applying the CS
algorithm into time sensitive applications, such as real-time video pattern recognition,
online model regression, and fast signal reconstruction. Therefore, we seek to obtain
a speedup of the CS computation by utilizing special purpose accelerators such as
Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) and FPGAs.
The least square method is widely used in various computational applications
such as scientiﬁc computation, signal processing, and image processing. In particular,
the least square problem is the key part in Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), a
powerful signal reconstruction algorithm in compressed sensing theory [1]. However,
the computational cost of obtaining least square solutions is very heavy.

By

optimizing the algorithm and exploiting parallelism through designing dedicated
hardware on FPGAs, we achieve a signiﬁcant computational speedup.
Cholesky decomposition with O(N 3 ) complexity is dominant in the computation.
The traditional Cholesky decomposition needs to utilize the division, multiplication
11

and square root operation. however, the square root operation involves very long
latency, which hampers its use in an eﬃcient pipeline architecture. We need to
rearrange the decomposition procedure to improve performance.
In this chapter, we introduced CS theory and associated general problems. In the
next chapter, the related work in CS theory will be further investigated.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Related Work

Compressed Sensing (CS) theory was introduced in [27][11][56] around 2006. Research
interest in CS theory focuses on the projection matrix and reconstruction algorithm.
A sparse signal is linearly mixed by a projection matrix to yield measurements. From
a certain number of measurements, the sparse signal can be exactly recovered. In
order to successfully reconstruct the original sparse signal, the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP) of the matrix is studied in [40][32][55]. Associated with the matrix,
another research topic is to study the minimum number of measurements for successful
reconstruction according to various algorithms. Fig. 2.1 shows a taxonomic tree of
CS signal reconstruction algorithms.
At the beginning, for a single frame signal reconstruction, mathematicians and
statisticians developed CS reconstruction algorithms based on linear programming
techniques [35][43]. The ﬁrst way to reconstruct the signal is based on hard decision
and optimization theory. The most famous algorithm is basis pursuit (BP) using
the simplex algorithm by minimizing the norm ℓ1 . At the expense of slightly more
measurements, iterative greedy algorithms have been developed to recover the signal
x from the measurements y. Examples include the iterative Orthogonal Matching
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Pursuit (OMP) [23], matching pursuit (MP)[60], and modiﬁed matching pursuit [31]
algorithms. Another modiﬁed Matching pursuit algorithm is Stage-wise Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit (StOMP) [33]. StOMP is an enhanced version of OMP where
multiple coeﬃcients are resolved at each stage of the greedy algorithm, as opposed to
only one in the case of OMP.
Our work on hard decision CS algorithms is to develop a feedback structure to
introduce the prior information based on optimization theory. Our proposed new
algorithm is similar to orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)[35] and other advanced
l0 norm optimization algorithms, e.g. the Stagewise OMP (StOMP)[10], regularized
OMP (ROMP)[9], and sparsity adaptive matching pursuit(SAMP) [64] algorithms.
Compared with those traditional CS signal reconstruction algorithms, our work
can reduce the complexity. The proposed algorithm can signiﬁcantly improve the
performance by exploiting redundant information.
The second way to develop CS reconstruction algorithms is based on statistical
signal processing and information theory. In [24][28], authors discuss and compare
CS theory and channel coding/decoding theory, and ﬁnd that the CS reconstruction
algorithm can be realized and analyzed by using channel decoding algorithms. Then
the Turbo, Low Density Parity Coding (LDPC), and belief propagation algorithms
are also applied into CS theory to recover the sparse signal by recasting CS theory as
a channel coding/decoding procedure [24]. Research on applying channel decoding
algorithms into CS theory is a trend.
The third way to reconstruct the signal is based on machine learning.

For

example, the relevance vector machine algorithm [38][39][29] for sparse Bayesian
machine learning has been applied to CS, called Bayesian CS theory [59], which
has a good capability of combating noise. BCS algorithm has a statistical hierarchy
structure which can be utilized to integrate and introduce useful information for joint
signal reconstruction.
The CS signal reconstruction algorithms based on machine learning and statistical
theory are soft decision based CS signal reconstruction algorithms. Those algorithms
14

Table 2.1: CS reconstruction algorithm
Algorithms
ℓ1 Optimization
ℓ1 Regulation
OMP
StOMP
Chain Pursuit
BCS
LDPC
Our work

Setting
noise-free
noisy
noise-free
noise-free
noise-free
noisy
noisy
noisy

Complexity Minimum M
N
Ω3
K log(1 + K
)
N
2
NK
K log(1 + K )
2
2K log K
N K2
K log N
K log N
K log2 N
N log2 N
Ω3
K log N
K log N
K log N
< K log N
≪ K log N

have good performance on combating the noise. More importantly, those algorithms
are easy to modify for integrating the prior information for particular applications.
For joint signal reconstruction, the proposed research is to exploit the prior
information in sparse signals for joint signal reconstruction based on sparse Bayesian
machine learning theory. Related research about joint CS signal reconstruction has
been developed recently. Distributed compressed sensing (DCS) [22][67] studies joint
sparsity and joint signal reconstruction. Simultaneous OMP (SOMP) [23] [60] [31]
for simultaneous signal reconstruction is developed by extending the traditional OMP
algorithm. Serial OMP [46] studies the time sequence signal reconstructions. The
joint sparse recovery algorithm [26] is developed associated with the basis pursuit
(BP) algorithm. Those algorithms focus on either temporal or spatial joint signal
reconstructions. They are developed by extending convex optimization and linear
programming algorithms but ignore the impact of possible noise in the measurements.
Other work on sparse signal reconstruction is based on a statistical Bayesian
framework. In [28], the authors developed a sparse signal reconstruction algorithm
based on a belief propagation framework for the signal reconstruction.

The

information is exchanged among diﬀerent elements in the signal vector in a way
similar to the decoding of low density parity check (LDPC) codes.

In [24],

the LDPC coding/decoding algorithm has been extended for real number CS
signal reconstruction.

Other Bayesian CS algorithms also have been developed
15

Figure 2.1: Tree of CS theory
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in [63][29][53].

However, all these algorithms are designed only for a single

procedure signal reconstruction and are not applied for multiple simultaneous signal
reconstructions. In [19], the redundancies of UWB signals are incorporated into
the framework of Bayesian Compressed Sensing (BCS)[38] [59] and have achieved
good performance. However, only a heuristic approach is proposed to utilize the
redundancy in [19].
More work related with our research for the joint sparse signal reconstruction
includes [61].

The author proposed Multi-task Bayesian Compressive Sensing

(MBCS) for simultaneous joint signal reconstruction by sharing the same set of
hyperparameters for the signals. The mutual information is directly transferred over
multiple simultaneous signal reconstruction tasks. In [74], the authors proposed to
utilize the Dirichlet prior distribution. The mechanism of sharing mutual information
is similar to the MBCS [61]. This sharing scheme is eﬀective and straightforward. For
signals with high similarity, it has a much better performance than the original BCS
algorithm. However, for a low level of similarity, prior information may adversely
hamper the signal reconstruction, resulting in much worse performance than the
original BCS. In the situation where there exist lots of low-similarity signals, this
disadvantage could be unacceptable.
Compared with the previous research work on joint signal reconstruction, we
propose a novel and ﬂexible Turbo Bayesian Compressed Sensing (TBCS) algorithm
for sparse signal reconstruction through exploiting and integrating spatial and
temporal redundancies in multiple signal reconstruction procedures performed in
parallel, in serial, or both. Moreover, we apply our proposed TBCS algorithm to
an UWB positioning system for high positioning accuracy.
In order to alleviate the sampling problem, some previous work proposed methods
for acquiring high resolution UWB signals. In our previous work [8][13][45], we utilized
a sequential sub-sampler to acquire ultra-high timing resolution UWB pulses by using
a low sampling rate ADC. The basic idea of the sequential sampling sub-sampler is to
compose one period of UWB signal with many repetitive periods of original signals.
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The received UWB signal is assumed to be repeated at the known and ﬁxed pulse
repetition frequency. Then the sampling clock at the receiver has an oﬀset compared
with the pulse repetition frequency. After many periods of sampling, one complete
period of high resolution UWB signals is obtained. More details can be found in
[13]. However, such a sequential sub-sampler suﬀers from many problems. One is
that the speed is very slow so that this approach is not suitable for tracking fast
moving targets. The positioning accuracy is seriously decreased when the target is
moving. The asynchronous clocks between the tag and the receivers prevents the
UWB positioning system from achieving a higher accuracy. In order to achieve an
ultra-high positioning accuracy in high speed, we are seeking to ﬁnd an approach for
real-time ultra-high speed sampling with low sampling rate ADCs.
In addition, the CS theory[27] has been applied to UWB systems for acquiring
high resolution pulses below the Nyquist sampling rate [30] [76][20][12][19][15]. In a
certain time interval, suppose that an N -dimensional high resolution signal vector
containing the original UWB signals is compressed by a projection matrix to output
an M -dimensional measurement vector. From the measurements which are obtained
by ADCs, the signal vector can be reconstructed. It is well known that UWB echo
signals are naturally sparse in the time domain. In our experiments, we observed that
nonzero pulse signals are less than 10% of received signals in one pulse repetition
period [13][45][8]. Therefore, the N -dimensional high resolution signal vector can
be reconstructed from M -dimensional measurements. In a certain time interval, the
number M determines the sampling rate of the ADC. The acquisition of the limited
measurements, instead of the original pulse, dramatically decreases the sampling rate
of the ADC, which makes it possible to obtain ultra-high resolution UWB pulses at a
very low sampling rate. Related work for applying CS theory to UWB systems can be
found [30][76], which focus on the acquisition of high resolution UWB pulses using CS
algorithms. In [7], CS based pulse signal reconstruction has been studied, but only for
single frame pulse reconstruction. In [66], CS theory is applied to positioning systems;
however, it is performed in the frequency domain. Also note that existing joint CS
18

reconstruction algorithms for general cases include distributed compressed sensing
(DCS) [22][67] for studying joint sparsity and joint signal reconstruction, simultaneous
OMP (SOMP) [23][60] [31][33] for simultaneous signal reconstruction, serial OMP
[46] for time sequence signal reconstruction, and joint sparse signal recovery using
the basis pursuit (BP) algorithm [26]. However, these algorithms do not consider the
redundancies in both space and time and consider only noise-free cases.
The proposed TBCS algorithm is still computationally expensive. The computational cost is a bottleneck in time-sensitive applications[21]. High performance
parallel computing for computational acceleration is needed for fast CS signal
reconstruction.

One of the most computationally expensive steps in CS signal

reconstruction algorithms is Cholesky decomposition[5], so we desire to accelerate
Cholesky decomposition and CS signal reconstruction by designing a dedicated
hardware/software module to exploit parallelism.
Besides CS signal reconstruction in signal/image processing, Cholesky decomposition is one of most widely used decomposition algorithms in various applications and
ﬁelds[69], such as in solving least square problems, linear regression, and least square
ﬁtting in mathematics, machine learning, and economics. Cholesky decomposition has
O( 13 n3 ) complexity, which is computationally expensive. Even when the matrix size
n is small, the computation time is too expensive in many applications, such as realtime CS signal reconstruction[20][21][19]. In many other ﬁelds, such as computational
chemistry[57], there exist a demand of computing Cholesky decomposition for many
small matrices. Modern massively parallel devices, such as FPGAs and GPUs, can
accelerate Cholesky decomposition by exploiting parallelism.
Related work on Cholesky decomposition and compressed sensing either focus
on FPGA implementation or GPU/CPU programming. In [52], the authors reorder
the Cholesky decomposition computation using a 3-dimensional structure for FPGA
implementation.

However, the standard Cholesky decomposition procedure is

complicated and the associated root square operation requires lots of resources and
long latency. In [34][6], Cholesky decomposition is implemented on a GPU using
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vectorized inner and outer methods based on subroutines provided by CUDA Basic
Linear Algebra Subprograms (CUBLAS) and Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS). In [65], authors analyze performance trade-oﬀs for various matrix-vector
operations and matrix decomposition on GPUs. For CS signal reconstruction, others
discuss GPU implementation in [42][58] for the matching pursuit algorithm based
on sub-routines from CUBLAS. Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) and CS signal
reconstruction are also implemented on FPGAs in [4] and [20]. We proposed an
optimized GPU and FPGA implementation for a family of CS signal reconstruction
algorithms. In our previous work [17][18][16][14], we propose an iterative Cholesky
decomposition for solving linear square problems and the Relevance Vector Machine
(RVM) algorithm. In this thesis, we expand our work for CS signal reconstruction
algorithms on both FPGAs and GPUs.
Other well known parallel computing libraries include Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK) [37] for CPUs and Matrix Algebra for GPGPU and multi-core architectures (MAGMA)[41] for a hybrid system with CPU and GPU, which provides
plenty of optimized Level 1-3 basic matrix operations. LAPACK can be utilized
for single or multi-core high performance parallel computing. MAGMA can exploit
both CPU and GPU capabilities for best performance. For example, for Cholesky
decomposition, MAGMA can assign parallel tasks to GPUs, such as matrix-matrix
multiplication, and perform serial tasks on CPUs, such as solving triangular equations
using forward/backward substitution, to exploit the strengths of these diﬀerent
platforms[41]. LAPACK and MAGMA have excellent performance for large matrix
decomposition; however, LAPACK and MAGMA may not be a good choice for small
matrix Cholesky decomposition due to overhead and data streaming costs. Moreover,
the target matrix in the iterative CS signal reconstruction algorithm is actually
augmented each iteration so that Cholesky decomposition can be performed based
on previous results for good performance. However, LAPACK and MAGMA do not
utilize previous results for Cholesky decomposition, so that they may not perform
very eﬃciently for the iterative CS signal reconstruction algorithms. We propose an
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iterative Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs and GPUs, which is not only suitable
for iterative CS signal reconstruction algorithms but also for other applications.
We have investigated the recent progress about sparse signal reconstruction
algorithms and their hardware implementation in CS theory in this chapter. In the
following chapters, we are going to detail the sparse signal reconstruction algorithms.
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Chapter 3
Hard Decision Algorithm:
Feedback Orthogonal Pruning
Pursuit Algorithm
3.1

Background and Motivation

CS signal reconstruction algorithms are normally computationally expensive. The
hard decision CS signal reconstruction algorithms are based on mathematical
optimization theory, which requires exhaustive computation for searching for optimal
solutions. However, many applications require a fast signal reconstruction for real
time signal processing. How do we alleviate the complexity of CS algorithms for fast
signal reconstruction? In addition, it is also important for the algorithm to combat
noise and interference.
In this chapter, a novel CS reconstruction algorithm, coined orthogonal pruning
pursuit (OPP), is proposed for fast signal reconstruction. In contrast to traditional
greedy CS algorithms, the key idea of OPP is to prune indices of zero elements based
on a given index set for ﬁnding true nonzero indices. This makes the signal as sparse
as possible and thus improves the capability of defeating noise and interference. OPP
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Figure 3.1: The feedback structure for the UWB receiver.
is based on the feedback structure for fast signal reconstruction. The prior knowledge
in time sequence signals is exploited, which leads to a substantial reduction of the
amount of required measurements [46] [19]. The recovered signal is fed back as prior
knowledge into the next reconstruction processing. This low complexity algorithm is
quite suitable for parallel computation on FPGAs [16] for fast processing. The UWB
system is utilized in the simulation as an example. A performance gain is achieved
to improve the capability of de-noising and to reduce the bit error rate (BER) for the
UWB high speed communication system.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the
system model and problem formulation by illustrating a scenario of UWB signal and
introducing a feedback structure UWB receiver. Section 3.3 gives the derivation and
description of the proposed OPP algorithm. Section 3.4 shows numerical simulation
results.

3.2
3.2.1

System Model and Problem Formulation
Problem Formulation

We apply sequential CS to UWB communications. Recall that the characteristics of
the received UWB signals are discussed in previous chapters. A frame of signal xt is
a high resolution digitalized signal with N -dimensions. Its sparsity (i.e. the number
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of nonzero elements) is k and satisﬁes k ≪ N . The index set of nonzero elements is
deﬁned as the support set, which is given by
yt = Φxt + nt ,

(3.1)

where nt is white Gaussian noise. The measurement matrix ΦM ×N has independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) elements and satisﬁes the Restricted Isometry
Property (RIP). The original signal can be reconstructed successfully from M
measurements (M ≪ N ) through CS algorithms[27]. Using low sampling rate ADCs
to obtain measurements, ultra-high sampling rate for direct signal acquisition is
avoided.
In sequential CS we consider consecutive signal frames. The current frame xt is
highly correlated to the previous one xt−1 . We denote the support set of xt−1 by Tt−1 .
The range of Tt is statistically predictable from Tt−1 . Thus, based on transmission
rate and Tt−1 , a prediction index set, denoted as I, is computed for predicting Tt and
a feedback structure is proposed to utilize this prediction set I.

3.2.2

Feedback Structure for UWB Receiver

Fig.3.1 shows a feedback structure for sequential CS-based UWB communications.
The measurement matrix in Eq.(3.1) is realized in the analog domain [20] [62]. In
signal reconstruction, a prediction set I obtained from the previous frame of signal
is fed back. The prediction set I is formed by enlarging Tt−1 based on the known
transmission rate. The size of I is several times larger than the size of true Tt but
much smaller than the dimension N . The purpose of a large I is to guarantee that Tt
is contained in I. The beneﬁt of set I is to reduce the searching range for Tt . Based
on this structure, we propose the OPP algorithm to ﬁnd the Tt and reconstruct xt ,
which will be explained in the next section.
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3.3
3.3.1

Orthogonal Pruning Pursuit Algorithm
Necessary Lemmas

Given a prediction set I which contains the support set Tt , then how do we shrink
I to ﬁnd Tt ? The following lemmas build a criterion to delete a basis not belonging
to Tt . For convenience, we denote yt by y and xt by x. x̂ stands for the estimation
of the signal x. The following mathematical notation is used: For a matrix Φ and
the index set I, submatrix ΦI consists of the columns of Φ with indices i ∈ I. Φ′I is
the transpose of matrix ΦI . The ith column vector in ΦI is denoted by ϕi , i ∈ I. If
deleting an index from I, the corresponding submatrix is denoted by ΦI−1 . We also
deﬁne < · > as the scalar product.
Lemma 3.0.1. Given an index set I, suppose Φ′I ΦI is invertible. The orthogonal
projection of given vector y onto subspace SI is yI , given by:
−1

yI = ΦI (Φ′I ΦI )

Φ′I y.

(3.2)

Then the residual RI = y − yI is orthogonal to every basis in subspace SI . ∥RI ∥2 is
the minimum distance from y to any vector z belonging to SI , i.e.
∥RI ∥2 = inf ∥y − z∥2 ,
z∈SI

z ∈ SI

(3.3)

The corresponding proof is well known [36] and is thus omitted here. It is easy to
verify that the orthogonal projector onto SI is PSI = ΦI (Φ′I ΦI )−1 Φ′I . The projection
of y is yI = PSI y = ΦI (Φ′I ΦI )−1 Φ′I y. The residual RI = y − yI is orthogonal to the
subspace SI , equivalently expressed as < RI , ϕi >= 0, ϕi ∈ SI . From Lemma 1, if
deleting a basis from set I, the residual is denoted by RI−1 . We also have
∥RI−1 ∥2 = inf ∥y − z∥2 ,
z∈SI−1
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z ∈ SI−1

(3.4)

Given a set I containing Tt , there exists an unique solution which is the true signal
[27] because the matrix Φ is incoherent. Then, we obtain that, when ∥RI ∥ → 0,
∥x̂ − x∥ → 0. Thus, the value in the entry not belonging to the support set should
keep small to satisfy a minimum residual and this corresponding index should be
deleted. On the other hand, if an index in the support set is pruned, it will lead
to a relatively large residual. When shrinking I by deleting redundant indices while
keeping the true support set, the residual will correspondingly keep small [43]. Now,
a question arises: how do we prune a redundant basis to keep the residual small?
Lemma 3.0.2. Assume that, after pruning the jth column vector ϕj from ΦI the
new matrix ΦI−1 spans a subspace SI−1 . Through the orthogonal projection from the
given vector y onto SI−1 , the residual is RI−1 = y − yI−1 . Let A = (Φ′I ΦI )−1 Φ′I .
Then αj is the jth row vector in A and x̂Ij is the jth coeﬃcient of the estimated signal
from projecting y onto SI . The diﬀerence between the residuals of two projections is
expressed as:
( I )2
x̂j
.
∥RI − RI−1 ∥2 =
< αj , αjT >

(3.5)

The corresponding proof can be found in [36]. Obviously for shrinking I the
criteria for pruning a basis is to ﬁnd the one that minimizes Eq.(3.5). However,
searching for such a minimum of Eq.(3.5) involves inverting a large matrix, which is
computationally expensive. Alternatively, we adopt a heuristic criteria for deleting a
basis, which is given by
( I )2
x̂j
min
.
∥ϕj ∥2

(3.6)

In contrast to OMP which searches the most possible true support vector through
ﬁnding the largest projection [35], Eq.(3.6) uses an opposite approach to delete
redundant indices which are least likely in the true support set. In our numerical
simulations, Eq.(3.6) always yields the same results as obtained from minimizing
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Eq.(3.5). Therefore, in practice, we can compute the solution to Eq.(3.6), rather
than Eq.(3.5), to achieve good performance for signal reconstruction.

3.3.2

Algorithm Description

Based on our feedback structure, a prediction set is formed by moderately enlarging
the obtained support set of the previous frame. Then it is introduced as an initial
index set to the current frame. The procedure of the OPP algorithm is given in details
and an illustration is given in Fig. 3.2.
1. Step 1: Initialization:
The index set I is the given prediction set.
The coeﬃcients from orthogonal projection:
x̂ := (Φ′I ΦI )−1 Φ′I y
2. Step 2: Deleting a basis:
∥x̂i ∥
Index j := arg min ∥ϕ
2 , i ∈ I; ϕi is the ith column vector in ΦI
i∥
2

3. Step 3: Calculating new coeﬃcients:
(
)−1 ′
x̂ := Φ′I−1 ΦI−1
ΦI−1 y
Obtaining residual: R = y − ΦI−1 x̂
4. Step 4: Termination:
If the residual is less than an acceptable error threshold, the algorithm is
terminated. The support set is forwarded for processing the next frame of
signal. Otherwise go to Step 2 to continue shrinking the index set I.
The complexity of this algorithm is mainly in Steps 2 and 3. To avoid the inversion
of matrix and speed up computation, Cholesky decomposition can be adopted and
implemented on FPGAs for parallel computation[16].
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of algorithm
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3.4

Numerical Simulation

Based on the proposed feedback structure, we compare the performance of our
orthogonal pruning pursuit with OMP and BP. Other l0 norm optimization CS
algorithms, e.g. Stomp, ROMP, and SAMP, have similar performance to OMP[64].
BP is the most used l1 norm optimization CS algorithm. Therefore, only OMP and
BP are simulated to make a comparison.
In UWB communication we ﬁrst reconstruct the high resolution pulse signals.
Fig.3.3(a) shows a section of received UWB signals in a Line-Of-Sight (LOS)
environment [1].

The measurement matrix is an i.i.d.

The Gaussian random

matrix and the measurements are obtained under the Nyquist sampling rate. The
measurement number is M = 55 (N = 512), which is far less than the required
number for successful signal recovery when the correlation between diﬀerent frames
is not considered. When the original signal is contaminated by noise, many more
measurements are needed for recovery.

In OPP algorithm, the prediction set I

containing the true support set is seven times larger than the size of the true support
t −xt ∥
. The reconstructed signal
set. The reconstruction percentage is deﬁned as 1 − ∥x̂∥x
t∥

using OMP, BP, and our feedback OPP are illustrated in Fig.3.3(b), (c), and (d),
respectively. Obviously, with so few measurements, the OPP obtains a much better
reconstruction performance than the traditional OMP and BP. Hence, by using a
feedback structure and the OPP algorithm, one needs only a few measurements to
achieve good performance, saving expensive hardware resources.
Furthermore, we exploit the relationship between the number of measurements
and reconstruction percentage using diﬀerent algorithms. We denote by p the ratio
of the prediction set size to the true support set size. For the noiseless case, as
shown in Fig.3.4, the OPP algorithm needs fewer measurements to achieve an exact
recovery compared with OMP and BP. When the prediction set size is large, more
measurements are needed. If the prediction set is equal to N , the performance of
OPP will be degraded to that of OMP.
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Figure 3.3: Reconstructed UWB echo signals using OMP, BP, and OPP. Time is
in ns; Length N=512, measurements M=55 and the sparsity K=17. Signals are
contaminated by the noise with SNR=12.95dB. The reconstruction percentages are
respectively: (a)Original UWB echo signal without noise. (b)OMP: 0% (c)BP: 20.48%
(d)OPP: 65.83% .
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Figure 3.4: Probability of reconstruction vs. measurements without noise
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Figure 3.5: Probability of reconstruction vs. measurements in the presence of noise
Considering noise eﬀect, Fig.3.5 shows the reconstruction percentage versus the
measurement amount using diﬀerent algorithms. The signals are contaminated by
the noise with SNR=18.65dB. Clearly, to achieve 90% reconstruction percentage,
OPP needs fewer measurements compared with OMP and BP. Also the recovered
signal from our OPP is sparser than that from traditional OMP. For instance, at 90%
reconstruction percentage using 60 measurements, the number of nonzero elements is
35 using OPP with p = 5; while it is 85 using traditional OMP. It is also observed that
the size of prediction set determines the performance of OPP. A big p will degrade the
performance and require more measurements. However, a small p incurs the risk of
missing the true support set. An adaptive and more eﬃcient algorithm to construct
a small prediction set in OPP is needed, which is our future work.
Fig.3.6 shows BER versus SNR when using 50, 60, and 70 measurements for PAM
UWB communications. We can see that our proposed OPP provides better BER
performance using the same number of measurements as OMP and BP. When using
OPP, more measurements improve the capability to combat the noise and interference,
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Figure 3.6: BER vs. SNR using diﬀerent amount of measurements.
leading to a better BER performance for UWB communications. Our scheme can also
be modiﬁed for other types of pulse modulations, such as PPM and OOK.
In summary, this chapter describes the OPP algorithm for sparse signal reconstruction without the presence of noise. However, the noise is a critical problem in
CS theory. We discuss how to handle the noise in signal reconstruction in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Soft Decision Algorithm: Joint
Bayesian Compressed Sensing
Algorithm
4.1

Background and Motivation

The soft decision CS signal reconstruction algorithms are based on Bayesian statistical
theory.

Compared with the hard decision CS algorithms, the soft decision CS

algorithms build up a statistical hierarchy structure[59]. One of the typical soft
decision CS algorithms is the Bayesian compressed sensing (BCS) algorithm[59],
which has good performance to combat the noise. More importantly, BCS can be
modiﬁed for many applications’ requirements. One typical application is to require
joint signal reconstruction.

For example, in some situations, there are multiple

copies of signals that are correlated in space and time, thus providing spatial and
temporal redundancies. Take the CS-based Ultra-Wideband (UWB) system

∗

as an

example [12][54]. In a typical UWB system as shown in Fig. 4.1, one transmitter
∗

A UWB system utilizes a short-range, high-bandwidth pulse without carrier frequency for
communication, positioning, and radar imaging. One challenge is the acquisition of the highresolution ultra-short duration pulses. The emergence of CS theory provides an approach to acquiring
UWB pulses, possibly under the Nyquist sampling rate [20][76].
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periodically sends out ultra-short pulses (typically nano- or subnano-second Gaussian
pulses). Surrounding the transmitter, several UWB receivers are receiving the pulses.
The received echo signals at one receiver are similar to those received at other
receivers in both space and time for the following reasons: (1) at the same time
slot, the received UWB signals are similar to each other because they share the same
source, which leads to spatial redundancy; and (2) at the same receiver, the received
signals are also similar in consecutive time slots because the pulses are periodically
transmitted and propagation channels are assumed to change very slowly. Hence
the UWB echo signals are correlated both in space and time, which provides spatial
and temporal redundancies. Such prior information can be exploited in the joint
CS signal reconstruction to improve performance. On the other hand, our work is
also motivated to reduce the number of necessary measurements and improve the
capability of combating noise. For successful CS signal reconstruction, a certain
number of measurements are needed.

In the presence of noise, the number of

measurement may be greatly increased. However, more measurements lead to more
expensive and complex hardware and software in the system [20]. In such a situation,
a question arises: can we develop a joint CS signal reconstruction algorithm to exploit
temporal and spatial information a priori for improving performance in terms of fewer
measurements, more noise tolerance, and better quality of reconstructed signal?
Our work and MBCS[61] are both focused on reconstructing multiple signal frames.
However, MBCS cannot perform simultaneous multitask signal reconstruction until
all measurements have been collected, which is purely in a batch mode and cannot
be performed in an online manner. Moreover, MBCS is centralized and is hard to
decentralize. Our proposed incremental and decentralized TBCS has a more ﬂexible
structure, which can reconstruct multiple signal frames sequentially in time and/or in
parallel in space through transferring mutual prior information.
In this chapter, we propose a novel and ﬂexible Turbo Bayesian Compressed
Sensing (TBCS) algorithm for sparse signal reconstruction through exploiting and
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Figure 4.1: A typical UWB system with one transmitter and several receivers
integrating spatial and temporal redundancies in multiple signal reconstruction procedures performed in parallel, in serial, or both.

Note the BCS algorithm has

an excellent capability of combating noise by employing a statistically hierarchical
structure, which is very suitable for transferring prior information.

Based on

the BCS algorithm, we propose a prior information-based iterative mechanism for
information exchange among diﬀerent reconstruction processes, motivated by the
Turbo decoding structure, which is denoted Turbo BCS. A primary challenge in
the proposed framework is how to yield and fuse prior information in the signal
reconstruction procedure in order to utilize spatial and temporal redundancies. The
proposed algorithm exploits a mathematically elegant framework to impose an
exponentially distributed hyperparameter on the existing hyperparameter α of the
signal elements.

This exponential distribution for the hyperparameter provides

an approach to generate and fuse prior information with measurements in the
signal reconstruction procedure. An incremental method [39] is developed to ﬁnd
the limited nonzero signal elements, which reduces the computational complexity
compared with the expectation maximization (EM) method. A detailed STTBCS
algorithm procedure in the case study of UWB systems is also provided to illustrate
our algorithm is universal and robust: when the signals have low similarities, the
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performance of STTBCS will automatically equal that of the original BCS; on the
other hand, when the similarity is high, the performance of STTBCS is much better
than the original BCS.
At the end of this chapter, simulation results have demonstrated that our
TBCS signiﬁcantly improves performance. We ﬁrst use spike signals to illustrate
the performance which can be achieved at each iteration employing the original
BCS, MBCS, and our TBCS algorithms. The simulations show that our TBCS
outperforms the original BCS and MBCS algorithms at each iteration for diﬀerent
similarity levels. We also choose IEEE802.15a [1] UWB echo signals for performance
simulation. For the same number of measurements, the reconstructed signal using
TBCS is much better compared with the original BCS and MBCS. To achieve
the same reconstruction percentage, our proposed scheme needs signiﬁcantly fewer
measurements and is able to tolerate more noise, compared with the original BCS
and MBCS algorithms. A distinctive advantage of TBCS is that when the similarity
is low, MBCS performance is worse than the original BCS while our TBCS is close
to the original BCS and much better than MBCS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The problem formulation
is introduced in Section 4.2. Based on the BCS framework, prior information is
integrated into signal reconstruction in Section 4.3. A fast incremental optimization
method is detailed in Section 4.4 for the posterior function. Taking UWB systems
as a case study, Section 4.5 develops a space-time TBCS algorithm by applying our
TBCS into the UWB system. The space-time TBCS algorithm is summarized in
Section 4.5. Numerical simulation results are provided in Section 4.6.

4.2

Problem Formulation

Figure 4.2 shows a typical decentralized CS signal reconstruction model. We assume
that the signals received at the receiver sides and the transmitted signal are sparse.
We also ignore any other eﬀects such as propagation channel and additive noise on
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of decentralized turbo Bayesian compressed sensing
the original signal. Taking the UWB system as an example, the original UWB echo
signals, s11 , s12 , s21 , ... are naturally sparse in the time domain. These signals can
be reconstructed in high resolution from a limited number of measurements using
low sampling rate ADCs by taking advantage of CS theory. We deﬁne a procedure
as a signal reconstruction process from measurements to recover the signal vector.
Signal reconstruction procedures are performed distributively. We will develop a
decentralized TBCS reconstruction algorithm to exploit and transfer mutual prior
information among multiple signal reconstruction procedures in time sequence and/or
in parallel.
We assume that the time is divided into K frames. Temporally, a series of K
original signal vectors at the ﬁrst procedure is denoted as s11 ,s12 , ..., and s1k (s1k ∈
RN ), which can be correspondingly recovered from the measurements y 11 , y 12 , ...,
and y 1k (y 1k ∈ RM ) by using the projection matrix Φ1 . All the measurement vectors
are collected in time sequence. Spatially, at the same time slot, e.g. the k-th frame,
a set of I original signal vectors, denoted as s1k ,s2k , ..., and sIk (sik ∈ RN ) are
reconstructed from the M -vector measurements, corresponding to y 1k , y 2k , ..., and
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y Ik (y ik ∈ RM ) by using the diﬀerent projection matrix Φ1 , Φ2 , ..., ΦI . All the spatial
measurement vectors are collected at the same time.
The measurements are linear transforms of the original signals, contaminated by
noise, which are given by
y ik = Φi sik + ϵik

(4.1)

with k = {1, 2, ..., K} and i = {1, 2, ..., I}; the matrix Φi , (Φi ∈ RM ×N ) is the
projection matrix with M << N . The ϵik are additive white Gaussian noise with
unknown but stationary power β ik . The noise level for diﬀerent i and k may be
diﬀerent; however, the stationary noise variance can be integrated out in BCS and
does not aﬀect the signal reconstruction [38][39][59]. For mathematical convenience,
we assume the β ik are identical for all i and k and denote it by β. Without loss of
generality, we assume that sik is sparse, i.e. most elements in sik are zero.
Signal reconstruction is performed among diﬀerent BCS procedures in parallel
and in time sequence. Information is transferred in parallel and serially. Note that
the original signals, s11 , s12 , s22 , ... may be correlated with each other because of the
spatial and temporal redundancies. However, without loss of generality, we do not
specify the correlation model among the signals at diﬀerent BCS procedures. This
similarity leads to information which can be introduced into decentralized TBCS
signal reconstruction a priori for improving performance in terms of reducing the
number of measurements and improving the capability of combating noise.
For notational simplicity, we abbreviate sik into si to utilize one superscript
representing either the temporal or spatial index, or both. We use the subscript
to represent the element index in the vector. The main notation used throughout
this paper is stated in Table 1.
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Table 4.1: Notation list
sij , si , s: sij is the j-th signal element of the
original signal vector si at the ith spatial procedure or the i-th time
frame; the signal vector si is si =
{sij }N
j=1 , which can be abbreviated as
s.
yji , y i , y:yji is the j-th element of the measurement vector for reconstructing the
signal vector si is collected at either ith spatial procedure or i-th time frame,
i
which has y i = {yji }M
j=1 ; y can be
abbreviated as y.
i
Φ:
the measurement matrix utilized for
compressing the signal vector si to
yield y i .
β:
the noise variance.
αji , αi , α:αji is the j-th hyperparameter imposed
on the corresponding signal element sij ;
it can be abbreviated as αj ; and it has
i
αi = {αji }N
j=1 ; α can be abbreviated
as α.
λij , λi , λ:λij is the parameter controlling the distribution of the corresponding hyperparameter αji for mutual prior information
transfer, where λi = {λij }N
j=1 and it can
be abbreviated as λ.

4.3

Mutual Information Transfer in Bayesian Compressed Sensing

In this section, we propose a Turbo BCS algorithm to provide a general framework
for yielding and fusing prior information from other parallel or serial reconstructed
signals. We ﬁrst introduce the standard BCS framework, in which selecting the
hyperparameter αi imposed on the signal element is the key issue. Then we impose
an exponential prior distribution on the hyperparameter αi with parameter λi . The
previous reconstructed signal element will impact the parameter λi to aﬀect the αi
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distribution, yielding prior information. Next, prior information will be integrated
into the current signal estimation.

4.3.1

Bayesian Compressed Sensing Framework

Starting with Gaussian distributed noise, the BCS framework [59][38] builds a
Bayesian regression approach to reconstruct the original signal with additive noise
from the compressed measurements.

In the BCS framework, a Gaussian prior

distribution is imposed over each signal element, which is given by
P (s |α ) =
i

i

N ( i )1/2
∏
αj
j=1

∼

N
∏

2π

(

(sij )2 αji
exp −
2

)

(
)
N sij |0, (αji )−1 ,

(4.2)

j=1

where αji is the hyperparameter for the signal element sij . The zero-mean Gaussian
prior is independent for each signal element. By applying Bayes’ rule, the a posteriori
probability of the original signal is given by
P (y i |si , β)P (si |αi )
P (y i |αi , β)
∼ N (si |µi , Σi ),

P (si |y i , αi , β) =

(4.3)

where A = diag(αi ). The covariance and the mean of the signal are given by
(
)−1
Σi = β −2 (Φi )T Φi + A

(4.4)

µi = β −2 Σi (Φi )T y i

(4.5)

and
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Then, we obtain the estimation of the signal, ŝi , which is given by
ŝi = ((Φi )T Φi + β 2 A)−1 (Φi )T y i

(4.6)

In order to estimate the hyperparameters αi and A, the maximum likelihood
function based on observations is given by
αi = arg max P (y i |αi , β)
αi
∫
= arg max P (y i |si , β)P (si |αi )dsi
αi

(4.7)

where, by integrating out si and maximizing the posterior with respect to αi ,
the hyperparameter diagonal matrix A is estimated.

Then, the signal can be

reconstructed using Eq. (4.6).
The matrix A plays a key role in the signal reconstruction. The hyperparameter
diagonal matrix A can be used to transfer the mutual prior information by sharing the
same A among all signals [61]. In such a way, if signals have many common nonzero
elements, the signal reconstruction will beneﬁt from such a similarity. However, when
the similarity level is low, the transferred “wrong” information may impair the signal
reconstruction[61].
Alternatively, we ﬁnd a soft approach to integrating information a priori in a
robust way. An exponential priori distribution is imposed on the hyperparameter αi
controlled by the parameter λi . The previously reconstructed signal elements will
impact the λi and change the αi distribution to yield prior information. Then, the
hyperparameter αi conditioned on λi will join the current signal estimation using the
maximum a posterior (MAP) criterion.

4.3.2

Yielding Prior Information

The key idea of our TBCS algorithm is to impose an exponential distribution
on the hyperparameter αji and exchange information among diﬀerent BCS signal
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reconstruction procedures using the exponential distribution in a turbo iterative way.
In each iteration, the information from other BCS procedures will be incorporated
into the exponential prior and then used for the signal reconstruction of the current
BCS signal reconstruction procedure being considered. Note that, in the standard
BCS [38], a Gamma distribution with two parameters is used for αji . The reason we
adopt an exponential distribution here is that we need to handle only one parameter
for the exponential distribution, which is much simpler than the Gamma distribution,
while both distributions belong to the same family of distributions.
We assume that hyperparameter αji satisﬁes the exponential prior distribution,
which is given by,

 λi e−λij αij ,
j
i i
P (αj |λj ) =
 0,

if αji ≥ 0
if αji < 0

(4.8)

,

where λij (λij > 0) is the hyperparameter of the hyperparameter αji . By assuming
mutual independence, we have
(
P (α |λ ) =
i

i

N
∏

)
λij

j=1

exp

( N
∑

)
−λij αji

.

(4.9)

j=1

By choosing the above exponential prior, we can obtain the marginal probability
distribution of the signal element depending on the parameter λij by integrating αji
out, which is given by:
∫
P (sij |λij )

=

P (sij |αji )P (αji |λij )dαji
− 21

= (2π)

(
)−( 32 )
(sij )2
3 i
i
Γ( )λj λj +
2
2

where Γ(.) is the gamma function, deﬁned as Γ(x) =
derivation is shown in Appendix A.2.
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Figure 4.3: The distribution P (sij |λij )
Figure 4.3 shows the signal element distribution conditioned on the hyperparameter λij . Obviously, the bigger the parameter λij , the more likely the corresponding
signal element can take a larger value.

Intuitively, this looks very much like a

Laplace prior which is sharply peaked at zero [63]. Here, λij is the key of introducing
information a priori based on reconstructed signal elements.
Compared with the Gamma prior distribution imposed on the hyperparameter
λij [38][39], the exponential distribution has only one parameter while the Gamma
distribution has two degrees of freedom. In many applications (e.g., communication
networks), transferring one parameter is much easier and cheaper using the exponential distribution than handling two parameters. The exponential prior distribution
does not degrade the performance, which can encourage the sparsity (see Appendix
A). Also, it is computationally tractable to use the exponential distribution.
Now the challenge is that, given the j-th reconstructed signal element sbj from
the b-th BCS procedure, how does one yield prior information to impact the
hyperparameters in the i-th BCS procedure for reconstructing the j-th signal element
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sij ? When multiple BCS procedures are performed to reconstruct the original signals
(no matter whether they are in time sequence or in parallel), the parameters of
the exponential distribution, λij , can be used to convey and incorporate information
from other BCS procedures. To this end, we consider the conditional probability,
P (αji |sbj , λij ), for αji , given an observation element from another BCS procedure, sbj
(b ̸= i), and λij . Since the proposed algorithm does not use a speciﬁc model for the
correlation of signals at diﬀerent BCS procedures, we propose the following simple
assumption when incorporating the information from other BCS procedures into λij ,
for facilitating the TBCS algorithm:
Assumption: For diﬀerent i and b, we assume αji = αjb , ∀i, b.
Essentially, this assumption implies the same locations of nonzero elements for
diﬀerent BCS procedures. In other words, the hyperparameter αji for the j−th signal
element is the same over diﬀerent signal reconstruction procedures. Then, mutual
information can be transferred through the shared hyperparameter αji as proposed in
[61]. However, the algorithm in [61] is a centralized MBCS algorithm, so the signal
reconstructions for diﬀerent tasks cannot be performed until all measurements are
collected. Note that this technical assumption is only for deriving the algorithm for
information exchange. It does not mean that the proposed algorithm only works for
the situation in which all signals share the same locations of nonzero elements. Our
proposed algorithm based on this assumption can provide a ﬂexible and decentralized
way to transfer mutual information.
Based on the assumption, we obtain
P (αji |sbj , λij ) =

P (sbj , αji |λij )
P (sbj , λij )
P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λij )
P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λij )dαji
( ) 32
)
(
i
i i
λ̃j exp −λ̃j αj

= ∫

=

Γ( 32 )
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(4.11)

where Γ(.) is the gamma function, deﬁned as Γ(x) =

∫∞
0

tx−1 e−t dt. The detailed

derivation is given in Appendix A.2.
Obviously, the posterior (αji |sbj , λij ) also belongs to the exponential distribution
[2]. Compared with the original prior distribution in Eq. (4.8), given the j-th
reconstructed signal element sbj from the b-th BCS procedure, the hyperparameter
λij in the i-th BCS procedure controlling the prior distribution is actually updated to
λ̃ij , which is given by
λ̃ij

( b )2
sj
= λij +
.
2

(4.12)

If information from n BCS procedures b1 ,...,bn are introduced, the parameter λ̃ij
is then updated to
P (αji |sbj1 , sbj2 , ..., sbjn , λij )
( ) 2n+1
(
)
2
λ̃ij
exp −λ̃ij αji
=
.
Γ( 2n+1
)
2

(4.13)

where
∑n (
λ̃ij

=

λij

+

i=1

2

sbji

)2
.

(4.14)

The derivation details are given in Appendix A.
Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.14) show that how the single or multiple signal elements
sbjn , j = 1, 2, ..., N , n = 1, 2, ... from other BCS procedures impact the hyperparameter
of the signal element sij , j = 1, 2, ..., N at the same location in the i-th BCS signal
reconstruction. Note that the b-th BCS signal reconstruction may be previously
performed or is ongoing with respect to the i-th BCS procedure. This provides
signiﬁcant ﬂexibility to apply our TBCS in diﬀerent situations.
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4.3.3

Incorporating Prior Information into BCS

Now, we study how to incorporate the prior information obtained in the previous
subsection into the signal reconstruction procedure. In order to incorporate prior
information, provided by the external information, we maximize the log posterior
based on Eq. (4.7), which is given by
{ }
L(αi ) = log P (y i |αi , β)P (αi | sb , λi )
{ }
= log P (y i |αi , β) + log P (αi | sb , λi )

(4.15)

Therefore, the estimation of αi not only depends on the local measurements, which
are in the ﬁrst term log P (y i |αi , β), but also relies on the external signal elements
{ b}
{ }
s through the parameter λi , which are in the second term log P (αi | sb , λi )).
An expectation maximization (EM) method can be utilized for the signal
estimation. Recall that the signal vector si is Gaussian distributed conditioned on αi ,
while αi also conditionally depends on the parameters λi . Eq. (4.3) shows that the
conditional distribution of si satisﬁes N (µ, Σ). Then, applying a similar argument to
that in [38], we consider si as hidden data and then maximize the following posterior
expectation, which is given by
[
]
Esi |yi ,αi log P (si |αi , β)P (αi |λi ) .

(4.16)

By diﬀerentiating (4.16) with respect to αi and setting the diﬀerentiation to zero,
we obtain an update, which is given by
αji =

3
,
(sij )2 + Σijj + 2λij

(4.17)

where Σijj is the j-th diagonal element in the matrix Σi . The detail of the derivation is
given in Appendix A.3. Basically, the hyperparameters αi are interactively estimated
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and most of them will tend to inﬁnity, which means most corresponding signal
elements are zero. Only the nonzero signal elements are estimated.
Considering the computation of the matrix inverse (with complexity O(n3 ))
associated with the process, the EM algorithm has a large computational cost. Even
though a Cholesky decomposition can be applied to alleviate the calculation [14][16],
the EM method still incurs a signiﬁcant computational cost. We will provide an
incremental method for the optimization to reduce the computational cost.

4.4

Incremental Optimization

In this section, we utilize an incremental optimization to incorporate transferred
prior information and optimize the posterior function. Due to the inherit sparsity of
the signal, the incremental method ﬁnds the limited nonzero elements by separating
and testing a single index one by one, which alleviates the computational cost
compared with the EM algorithm. Note that the key principle is similar to that
of the fast relevance vector machine algorithm in [38]. However, the incorporation
of the hyperparameter λi brings signiﬁcant diﬃculty for deriving the algorithm. For
convenience, we abbreviate αi as α and y i as y, because we are focusing on the
current signal estimation.
In order to introduce prior knowledge, the target log posterior function can be
written as
α = arg max L(α)
α
(
)
= arg max log P (y|α, β 2 )P (α|x)
α
(
{ }
)
= arg max log P (y|α, β 2 ) + log P (α| sb , λ)
α

= arg max (L1 (α) + L2 (α))
α

(4.18)

where L1 (α) is the signal estimation term from local observation and L2 (α) introduces
information a priori from other external BCS procedures.
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In contrast to the complex EM optimization, the incremental algorithm starts by
searching for a nonzero signal element and iteratively adds it to the candidate index
set for the signal reconstruction, an algorithm which is similar to the greedy pursuit
algorithm. Hence, we isolate one index, assuming the j-th element, which is given by
L(α) = L(α−j ) + l(αj )
= L1 (α−j ) + l1 (αj ) + L2 (α−j ) + l2 (αj )

(4.19)

where l1 (αj ) is the separated term associated with the j-th element from the posterior
function L(αi ). The remaining term is L1 (α−j ), resulting from removing the j-th
index.
Initially, all the hyperparameters λj , j = {1, 2, ..., N } are set to zero. When
the transferred signal elements are zero, i.e. sbj = 0; j = {1, 2, ...N }, the updated
hyperparameters will also be zeros, i.e. λ̃ij = 0, j = {1, 2, ...N } according to Eq.
(4.12) and Eq. (4.14). This implies no prior information and the term L2 (α) = 0
based on Eq. (4.8), which is equivalent to the original BCS algorithm[39][59].
Suppose that the external information from other BCS procedures is incorporated,
i.e., sbj ̸= 0, λ̃ij ̸= 0, and L2 (α) ̸= 0. We target maximizing the separated term
by considering the remaining term L(α−j ) as ﬁxed. Then, the posterior function
separating a single index is given by
l(αj ) = l1 (αj ) + l2 (αj )
(
)
h2j
1
αj
=
log
+
+ log λj − λj αj
2
αj + gj αj + gj
(4.20)
where,
−1
ϕj ,
gj = ϕTj E−j

(4.21)

−1
y,
hj = ϕTj E−j

(4.22)
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and
E−j = β 2 I +

∑

αk−1 ϕk ϕ−1
k

(4.23)

k̸=j

where ϕj is the j-th column vector of the matrix Φ. The detailed derivation is provided
in Appendix A. Then, we seek for a maximum of the posterior function, which is given
by
αj∗ = arg max l(αj ) = arg max(l1 (αj ) + l2 (αj )).
αj

αj

(4.24)

When there is no external information incorporated, the optimal hyperparameter
is given by [39]
αj⋆ = arg max(l1 (αj )),
αj





where
αj⋆

=

h2j
2
gj −hj

, if gj2 > hj ;


∞,

(4.25)

(4.26)

otherwise.

When external information is incorporated, to maximize the target function
Eq.(4.20), we compute the ﬁrst order derivative of l(αj ), which is given by
h2j
gj
−
− λj
2αj (αj + gj ) 2(αj + gj )2
f (αj , gj , hj , λj )
=
,
αj (αj + gj )2

l′ (αj ) =

(4.27)

where f (αj , gj , hj , λj ) is a cubic function with respect to αj . By setting Eq. (4.27) to
zero, we get the optimum αj∗ .
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By setting Eq.(4.27) to zero, we get the optimum solution for the posterior
likelihood function l(αj ), which is given by

αj =



αj∗ , if gj2 > hj ;

∞,

(4.28)

otherwise.

The details are given in Appendix A.
Therefore, in each iteration only one signal element is isolated and the corresponding parameters are evaluated. After several iterations, most of the nonzero
signal elements are selected into the candidate index set. Due to the sparsity of the
signal, after a limited number of iterations, only a few signal elements are selected
and calculated, which greatly increases the computational eﬃciency.

4.5

Case Study: Turbo Bayesian Compressed Sensing for UWB Systems

The TBCS algorithm can be applied in various applications. A typical application
is the UWB communication/positioning system. Our proposed TBCS algorithm will
be applied to the UWB system to fully exploit the redundancies in both space and
time, which is called Space-Time Turbo BCS (STTBCS). In this section, we ﬁrst
introduce the UWB signal model. Then, the structure to transfer spatial and temporal
prior information in the CS-based UWB system is explained in detail. Finally, we
summarize the STTBCS algorithm.

4.5.1

UWB System Model

In a typical UWB communication/positioning system, suppose there is only one
transmitter, which transmits UWB pulses on the order of nano- or subnano-seconds.
As shown in Figure 4.1, several receivers, or base-stations, are responsible for receiving
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the UWB echo signals. The time is divided into frames. The received signal at the
i-th base station and the k-th frame in the continuous time domain is given by

ik

s (t) =

L
∑

al p′ (t − tl ),

(4.29)

l=1

where L is the number of resolvable propagation paths, al is the attenuation coeﬃcient
of the l-th path, and tl is the time delay of the l-th propagation path. We denote
by p(t) the transmitted Gaussian pulse and by p′ (t) the corresponding received pulse
which is close to the original pulse waveform but has more or less distortion resulting
from the frequency dependent propagation channels. At the same frame or time
slot, there is only one transmitter but multiple receivers which are nearby in the
environment. Therefore, the received echo UWB signals at diﬀerent receivers are
similar at the same time, thus incurring spatial redundancy. In other words, the
received signals share many common nonzero element locations. Typically, around
30%-70% of the nonzero element indices are the same in one frame according to
our experimental observation [13]. In particular, no matter what kind of signal
modulation is used for UWB communication, such as pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM), on-oﬀ keying (OOK), or pulse position modulation (PPM), the UWB echo
signals among receivers are always similar, thus the spatial redundancy always exists.
In this case, the spatial redundancy can be exploited for good performance using the
proposed space TBCS algorithm.
In one base station, the consecutively received signals can also be similar. Suppose
that in UWB positioning systems the pulse repetition frequency is ﬁxed. When the
transmitter moves, the signal received at the i-th base station and the (k + 1)-th
frame can be written as
′

s

i(k+1)

(t) =

L
∑

a′l p′ (t − τ − tl ),

l=1
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(4.30)

Compared with Eq. (4.29), τ stands for the time delay which comes from the position
change of the transmitter. In high precision positioning/tracking systems, this τ is
always relatively small, which makes the consecutive received signals similar. Due to
the similar propagation channels, the numbers L and L′ , as well as al and a′l are similar
in consecutive frames. This leads to the temporal redundancy. In our experiments,
about 10%-60% of the nonzero element locations in two consecutive frames are the
same[13]. Then, this temporal redundancy can be exploited for good performance by
using the Time TBCS algorithms. Actually, there exist both spatial and temporal
redundancies in the UWB communication/positioning system. Therefore we can
utilize the STBCS algorithm for good performance.
To archive a high precision of positioning and a high speed communication rate,
we have to acquire ultra-high resolution UWB pulses, which demands ultra-high
sampling rate ADCs. For instance, it requires pico-second level time information
and 10Gsample/s or even higher sampling rate ADCs to achieve millimeter (mm)
positioning accuracy for UWB positioning systems [14], which is prohibitively diﬃcult.
UWB echo signals are inherently sparse in the time domain. This property can
be utilized to alleviate the problem of an ultra-high sampling rate.

Then the

high resolution UWB pulses can be indirectly obtained and reconstructed from
measurements acquired using lower sampling rate ADCs.
The system model of the CS-based UWB receiver can use the same model as
that in Figure 4.2.

The received UWB signal at the i−th base station is ﬁrst

“compressed” using an analog projection matrix [20]. The hardware projection matrix
consists of a bank of Distributed Ampliﬁers (DA). Each DA functions like a wideband
FIR ﬁlter with diﬀerent conﬁgurable coeﬃcients [20]. The output of the hardware
projection matrix can be obtained and digitized by the following ADCs to yield
measurements. For mathematical convenience, the noise generated from the hardware
and ADCs is modeled as Gaussian noise added to the measurements. When several
sets of measurements are collected at diﬀerent base stations, a joint UWB signal
reconstruction can be performed. This process is modeled in Eq. (4.1).
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Figure 4.4: Block diagram of space-time turbo Bayesian compressed sensing

4.5.2

STTBCS: Structure and Algorithm

We apply the proposed TBCS to UWB systems to develop the STTBCS algorithm.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the structure of our STTBCS algorithm and explains how mutual
information is exchanged. For simplicity, only two base stations (BS1 and BS2) and
two consecutive frames of UWB signals (the k-th and (k + 1)-th) in each base station
are illustrated. For each BCS procedure, Figure 4.4 also depicts the dependence
among measurements, noise, signal elements, and hyperparameters.
In the STTBCS, multiple BCS procedures in multiple time slots are performed.
Between BS1 and BS2, the signal reconstruction for s1(k+1) and s2(k+1) are carried
out simultaneously while the information in s1k and s2k , the previous frame, is also
used.
Procedure 1 shows the details of the STTBCS algorithm. We start with the
initialization of the noise, hyperparameters α, and the candidate index set Ω (an
index set containing all possibly nonzero element indices). Then, the information
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from previous reconstructed signals and from other base stations are utilized to update
the hyperparameter λ. The term gj and hj are also computed. The term gj2 > hj
is then used to add the j-th element from the candidate index set. A convergence
criterion is used to test whether the diﬀerences between successive values for any
αj , j = {1, 2, ..., N } are suﬃciently small compared to a certain threshold. When the
iterations are completed, the noise level β will be re-estimated from setting

∂L
∂β

=0

using the same method in [38], which is given by:
(β 2 )new =

∥y − ΣS∥2
,
∑M
N − i=1 (1 − αi Σii )

(4.31)

where Σii is the diagonal element in the matrix Σ. The details of the above STTBCS
algorithm are summarized in Procedure 2. Note that only the nonzero signal elements
from the local measurements can introduce prior information and thus update the
hyperparameter λ̃j . In other words, only if it satisﬁes gj2 > hj can the parameter λ̃j
be updated. This avoids the adverse eﬀects from wrong prior information to add a
zero signal element into the candidate index set.

4.6

Simulation Results

Numerical simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
TBCS algorithm, compared with the MBCS [61] and original BCS algorithms [59].
We use spike signals and experimental UWB echo signals [1] for the performance test.
The quality of the reconstructed signal is measured in terms of the reconstruction
percentage, which is deﬁned as
1−

∥s − s̃∥2
,
∥s∥2

where s is the true signal and s̃ is the reconstructed signal.
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(4.32)

Our TBCS algorithm performance is largely determined by how the introduced
signal is similar to the objective signal. In other words, we consider how many
common nonzero element locations are shared between the objective signal and the
introduced signals. Then we deﬁne the similarity as

Ps =

Kcom
Kobj

(4.33)

where Kobj is the number of nonzero signal elements in the objective unrecovered
signal; Kcom is the number of the common nonzero element locations among the
transferred reconstructed signals and objective signal; and Ps represents the similarity
level as a percentage. Note that, without loss of generality, we only consider the
relative number of common nonzero element locations to measure the similarity,
ignoring any amplitude correlation. Hence, when Ps = 100%, it does not mean
that the signals are the same but means that they have the same nonzero element
locations; the amplitudes may not be the same.
Our TBCS algorithm performance is compared with MBCS and BCS using
diﬀerent types of signals, diﬀerent similarity levels, noise powers, and measurement
numbers.

4.6.1

Spike Signal

We ﬁrst generate four scenarios of spike signals with the same length N = 512,
which have the same number (20) of nonzero signal elements with random locations
and Gaussian distributed (mean=0, variance=1) amplitudes. One spike signal is
selected as the objective signal, as shown in Figure 4.5. With respect to the objective
signal, the other three signals have a similarity of 25%, 50%, and 75%, which will
be introduced as prior information. The objective signal is then reconstructed using
the original BCS, MBCS, and TBCS algorithms, respectively, with the same number
of measurements (M =62) and the same noise variance 0.15 (SNR≃6dB). We also
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investigate the performance gain (in terms of reconstruction percentage) at each
iteration.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the reconstructed spike signal using MBCS and
TBCS, respectively, by introducing the spike signal with a similarity of 75%. The
reconstruction percentage using TBCS is 92.7% while it is 57.5% using MBCS. The
comparison of the two ﬁgures shows that TBCS can recover most of the original signal
while MBCS fails to reconstruct the signal with so few measurements (M =62) in spite
of using a high similarity signal as a priori information.
Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show when transferred signals have a similarity of
25%, 50%, and 75%, respectively, how much signal reconstruction percentage can
be achieved at each iteration using the BCS, MBCS, and TBCS algorithms. The
simulations are run 100 times, over which the results are averaged. It is clear that
our proposed TBCS is much better than the BCS at each iteration. Particularly,
when the similarity is 25%, MBCS is worse than BCS while our TBCS achieves higher
performance at each iteration than BCS. For instance, at iteration 25 in Figure 4.8,
TBCS can achieve a reconstruction percentage of 61.7%, while BCS can reach 42.2%
and MBCS only recovers 35.6%. It shows that, at a low similarity, our TBCS can
still achieve good performance at every iteration, compared with MBCS and BCS.
Moreover, with a high similarity, the performance gap between TBCS and MBCS is
enlarged at each step. For example, at iteration 21 with a similarity of 25% in Figure
4.8, TBCS can achieve a reconstruction percentage of 59.7% while MBCS can reach
28.2%. Hence, the performance gap is 31.5%. When the similarity is 75% in Figure
4.10, the performance gap is increased to 50.9% because TBCS can reach 80.5% while
MBCS achieves 29.6% at the 21st iteration.

4.6.2

UWB Signal

The tested scenarios are the experimental UWB echo pulses from various UWB
propagation channels in practical indoor residential, oﬃce and clean, line-of-sight
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Figure 4.5: Spike signal with 20 nonzero elements in random locations
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Figure 4.6: Reconstructed spike signal using MBCS with 75% similarity
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Figure 4.7: Reconstructed spike signal using TBCS with 75% similarity
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Figure 4.8: Performance gain in each iteration with 25% similarity
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Figure 4.9: Performance gain in each iteration with 50% similarity
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Figure 4.10: Performance gain in each iteration with 75% similarity
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(LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) environments, which are drawn from experimental IEEE 802.15.4a UWB propagation models [1].

In a typical UWB

communication/positioning system where receivers are distributed in the same
environment, the received UWB echo signals are more or less similar.

We test

the performance of the original BCS, TBCS, and MBCS algorithms with diﬀerent
similarity levels.
Fig 4.11 shows the reconstructed UWB echo signals using the original BCS and
our TBCS algorithms. The test UWB echo signals S0 (not shown in Fig.4.11), S1,
S2, S3, and S4 are drawn from the IEEE802.15 UWB propagation model [1], in
which the reconstructed S0 is transferred to the other four signal scenarios. The
UWB echo signals S1, S2, S3, and S4 with length N=512 are reconstructed using
the BCS and TBCS algorithms but only a section (length=150) is shown. In the
TBCS algorithm, the reconstructed signal S0 (not shown) is transferred to other
signal reconstruction procedures. The number of measurements, SNR, similarity, and
reconstruction percentage are: (a)(b) measurements M=60; SNR=9.2dB; with respect
to S0, the similarity in S1 is 11.5%; the reconstruction percentages of S1 using BCS
and TBCS algorithms are 81.2% and 84.4%, respectively. (c)(d) M=60, SNR=17.7dB;
with respect to S0, similarity in S2 is 31.3%; the reconstruction percentages are
46.4% and 89.7%. (e)(f) M=50, SNR=12.4dB; 61.0% similarity; the reconstruction
percentages are 14.9% and 92.8%. (g)(h) M=70, SNR=15.1dB; 98.1% similarity; the
reconstruction percentages are -77.0% and 93.2%. With respect to S0, the similarity
levels in S1, S2, S3, and S4 are 11.5%, 31.3%, 61.0%, and 98.1%, respectively.
For each signal, both algorithms utilize the same number of measurements with
the same SNR level for reconstruction. For clarity, only a portion of the UWB
signal scenario is expanded to illustrate the waveform details of the reconstructed
pulses. It is clearly observed from Figure 4.11 that our TBCS is much better than
the original BCS for diﬀerent similarity levels. The reconstruction percentages using
TBCS are much higher than using original BCS by introducing prior information
with the same number of measurements. Moreover, the performance gap is increasing
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Figure 4.11: Performance of original BCS and TBCS
with the growth of the similarity level. For instance, with a similarity of 11.5% for
reconstructing the signal S1 in Figure 4.11 (a)(b), the diﬀerence of reconstruction
percentages using BCS and TBCS is only 3.2% (84.4%-81.2%). When the similarity
level is 98.1% for reconstructing the signal S4 in Figure 4.11 (g)(h), the diﬀerence is
increased to 170.2% (93.2%-(-77%)). Therefore, with a higher similarity level, higher
performance gain can be achieved.
The performance of the original BCS, MBCS, and TBCS at diﬀerent similarity
levels are then compared. We select three UWB echo signals S5, S6, and S7 with
the same dimension N = 512. The additive noise variance is only 0.01, implying
a very high SNR. The reconstructed signals S6 and S7 as a priori information are
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Figure 4.12: Performance comparison at diﬀerent similarity levels without noise.
transferred to the signal reconstruction for S5. With respect to S6 and S7, the
similarities in S5 are 16.3% and 64.4%, respectively. The signal S5 is recovered
with diﬀerent numbers of measurements using the original BCS, TBCS, and MBCS
algorithms. Figure 4.12 shows the reconstruction percentages versus the number of
measurements for the signal S5. Obviously, at a low similarity level, the MBCS
performance is substantially worse than the original BCS whereas our TBCS achieves
a performance equaling that of the original BCS performance. For a high similarity
level, both MBCS and TBCS are much better than the original BCS due to the
beneﬁts of high similarity transferred from the signal S7. This demonstrates that our
TBCS achieves a good balance between local observations and a priori information,
leading to a more robust performance than the MBCS.
In the presence of more noise interference, our TBCS still outperforms MBCS and
BCS, as shown in Figure 5.6. We use the same signals S5, S6, and S7 but the noise
variance is increased to 0.4. We observe that our TBCS exhibits good performance
as shown in Figure 4.12. Particularly in the presence of noise, when the number of
measurements is large enough (M > 150). At a low similarity level, the MBCS can
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparison at diﬀerent similarity levels in the presence of
noise
achieve a maximum reconstruction percentage of 74.5% while our TBCS algorithm
is able to accomplish a maximum reconstruction percentage of 86.9%. At a high
similarity level, MBCS can reach a maximum of 80.1% while our TBCS algorithm
is still able to accomplish a maximum of 86.9%. Therefore, by introducing prior
information, the proposed TBCS algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the number of
measurements and improve the capability of combating noise.
Fig. 4.14 shows the Bit Error Rate (BER) for an example UWB communication
system using diﬀerent algorithms. We utilize Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
modulation to transfer the data since bi-phase modulation is one of the easiest
methods to implement. The performance of the TBCS, MBCS, and the original
BCS algorithms are compared for the UWB communication system. The BER is
tested using diﬀerent noise levels with the same number of measurements (M = 112).
With so few measurements, using the BCS algorithm leads to a high BER at diﬀerent
SNR. It is also observed that, at a low similarity level, the TBCS performance is much
better than the MBCS algorithm. At a high similarity level, the BER performance
using the TBCS and MBCS algorithms are much better than using the original BCS
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Figure 4.14: BER performance using diﬀerent algorithms
algorithm, while TBCS is the best. Therefore, by applying our TBCS algorithm in
the UWB communication system, it can reduce the BER, provide more tolerance of
the noise, and thus achieve the best performance when compared with the MBCS
and BCS algorithms.
We presented a Turbo Bayesian CS algorithm in this chapter for general joint
signal reconstruction. In the next chapter, the developed TBCS algorithm will be
applied to the UWB positioning system to reduce sampling rates for high positioning
accuracy.
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Procedure 1 Space-Time Turbo Bayesian Compressed Sensing Algorithm
1: The hyperparameter α is set to α = [∞, ..., ∞].
The candidate index set Ω = ∅.
The noise is initialized to a certain value without any prior information, or utilize
the previous estimated value.
The parameter of the hyperparameter λ : λ = [0, ..0];
2: Update λ using Eq.(4.12) and (4.14) from the previous reconstructed nonzero
signal elements. This introduces temporal prior information.
3: repeat
4:
Check and receive the ongoing reconstructed signal elements from other
simultaneous BCS reconstruction procedures to update the parameter. λ; this
is to fuse spatial prior information.
5:
Choose a random j-th index; Calculate the corresponding parameter gj and hj
as shown in Eq.(A.22) and (A.23).
6:
if (gj )2 > hj and λ̃j ̸= 0 then
7:
Add a candidate index: Ω = Ω ∪ j;
8:
Update αj by solving Eq.(4.27).
9:
else
10:
if (gj )2 > hj and λ̃j = 0 then
11:
Add a candidate index: Ω = Ω ∪ j
12:
Update αi using Eq.(4.26).
13:
else if (gj )2 < hj then
14:
Delete the candidate index: Ω = Ω\{j} if the index is in the candidate
set.
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
Compute the signal coeﬃcients sΩ in the candidate set using Eq.(4.6).
18:
Send out the ongoing reconstructed signal elements sΩ to other BCS procedures
as spatial prior information.
19: until converged
20: Re-estimate the noise level using Eq.(4.31) and send out the noise level for the
next usage.
21: Send out the reconstructed nonzero signal elements for the next time utilization
as temporal prior information.
22: Return the reconstructed signal.
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Chapter 5
Applications of Joint BCS
Algorithm
5.1

Background and Motivation

Ultra-wide band (UWB) technology, taking advantage of large transmission bandwidth, low power consumption, and simple transceiver architecture, has been widely
applied in many applications, such as UWB communications, wall penetrating radar
[13] and vehicle positioning. Particularly, due to the extremely short duration of the
transmitted pulse, the UWB pulse can be utilized for indoor high precise positioning
navigation systems. The ultra-short pulse, typically on the order of nano- or subnanosecond width, can provide very precise timing information (e.g., pico-second level)
for a millimeter (mm) or sub-mm precision positioning system. On one hand, the
duration of the pulse is inversely proportional to the positioning accuracy: the
shorter the duration of the pulse is, the higher positioning precision can be achieved
[13][45]. On the other hand, it brings a primary challenge of acquiring the high
resolution narrow duration pulse.

For instance, in order to realize a millimeter
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accuracy UWB positioning system, we should have the capability to acquire picosecond level timing resolution∗ . However, such an ultra-high sampling rate ADC is
either extremely expensive or commercially unavailable, which is the main problem
for UWB positioning systems to achieve an ultra high position accuracy.
In order to alleviate the sampling problem, a sequential sub-sampler is utilized
[13] to acquire ultra-high timing resolution UWB pulses by using a low sampling
rate ADC. However, such a sequential sub-sampler suﬀers from many problems.
One is that the speed is very slow, so it is not suitable for tracking fast moving
targets. The positioning accuracy is seriously decreased when the target is moving.
The asynchronous clocks between the tag and the receivers prevents the UWB
positioning system from achieving a higher accuracy. In order to achieve an ultrahigh positioning accuracy in high speed, we seek to ﬁnd an approach for real-time
ultra-high speed sampling with low sampling rate ADCs. CS theory [27] has been
applied to UWB systems acquiring high resolution pulses below the Nyquist sampling
rate [30] [76][20][12][19][15]. However, we seek to develop a joint CS reconstruction
algorithm for UWB positioning systems.
A typical CS-based UWB positioning system is shown in the previous chapter
in Fig. 4.1. A moving UWB pulse transmitter, called the tag, periodically sends
out ultra-short duration pulses (about 300-ps duration) at a certain frequency.
Surrounding the tag, multiple receivers, called base stations (BS), are responsible
for receiving the transmitted pulses. The received UWB signals are compressed
using some analog circuits, such as transversal ﬁlters in [20], to yield measurements
by mixing the original signal. The measurements are acquired and digitized using
a low sampling rate ADC. From the measurements, the high resolution UWB
signals at diﬀerent base stations can be jointly reconstructed using our proposed
CS reconstruction algorithm. From the reconstructed signal, the pulse arrival time
information is obtained. We connect and synchronize clocks at base stations through
∗

Assuming the UWB pulse propagation speed is the speed of light, i.e., c = 3 × 108 m/s. Then
1mm
the time delay for UWB pulses propagating 1mm is about 3ps. ( 3×10
8 (m/s) ≈ 3ps)
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wires such that the time diﬀerences of pulses arriving at diﬀerent base stations reﬂect
the geometrical diﬀerence. Hence, the position of the tag can be calculated using the
Time Diﬀerence Of Arrival (TDOA) algorithm.
In this chapter, we propose a novel front-end scheme for a high precision CS-based
UWB positioning system. Focusing on the properties of the UWB positioning system,
we developed a joint Bayesian Compressed Sensing (BCS) signal reconstruction
algorithm, which is tightly integrated with the TDOA algorithm for fast tag
tracking. The key idea in the proposed scheme is to utilize the spatial and temporal
redundancies existing in received UWB signals among base stations. In one base
station, the received UWB echo signals are similar in time because the tag moves very
slowly compared with the pulse repetition frequency, which results in the temporal
redundancy. Among diﬀerent base stations, the received UWB echo signals are also
similar, which yields spatial redundancy.
At the end of this chapter, numerical simulation results investigate the performance of the proposed STBCS algorithm compared with the traditional OMP, BCS,
and MBCS algorithms using UWB echo signals drawn from the IEEE802.11b UWB
standards [1]. With a few measurements, our STBCS algorithm can achieve a good
reconstruction percentage while other algorithms fail to reconstruct signals. Also our
STBCS algorithm has the best ability to combat noise. Moreover, in the CS-based
UWB positioning system, the STBCS-TDOA algorithm is able to calculate the tag
position at each iteration before the signal is fully reconstructed. Finally, simulation
shows that UWB positioning systems using our proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm
can achieve much higher accuracy than the traditional sequential sampling method.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The signal model of the
CS-based UWB positioning system is formulated and introduced in Section 5.2.
The STBCS algorithm is detailed in Section 5.3 for joint BCS signal reconstruction
procedures. In Section 5.4, the STBCS-TDOA algorithm for integrating STBCS with
TDOA for UWB positioning systems is discussed. Simulation results in Section 6.6
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demonstrate the performance of the proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithms compared
with other CS algorithms and UWB positioning systems.

5.2
5.2.1

UWB Positioning System Model
UWB Signal Model for Positioning

The UWB pulse is periodically transmitted from the tag. After propagating through
multi-path UWB channels, the signal, ui (t), received at the i-th base station in the
continuous time domain is given by

ui (t) =

M
∑

am p′ (t − tim ),

(5.1)

m=1

where we denote by p(t) the transmitted Gaussian pulse, p′ (t) the received distorted
pulse resulted from frequency-dependent propagation channels, M the number of
resolvable propagation paths, am the amplitude attenuation of the signal along the
m-th path, and tim the time delay of the m-th path at the i-th base station.
We assume the UWB positioning system is in a clean line-of-sight (LOS)
propagation environment. In such an environment, the ﬁrst arriving pulse is always
the transmitted pulse which goes through the shortest propagation path, having the
largest amplitude and power and indicating the pulse arrival time [1][13][69]. We
assume that the signal element with the maximum amplitude represents the UWB
pulse peak. Also, the time location of the pulse peak indicates the pulse arrival
time. Therefore, we need to detect the time index of the element with the maximum
amplitude in order to determine the arrival time of the pulse for localizing the position
of the tag.
In order to handle the asynchronous problem between the tag and base stations,
we calculate the time diﬀerence of the pulse arriving at diﬀerent base stations. Among
the base stations, the time diﬀerence τji is obtained when the pulses arrive at the j-th
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and i-th base stations, which is given by
τji = (tj1 − ti1 ),

(5.2)

where tj1 represents the time when the ﬁrst pulse arrivals at the j-th base station. In
a clean LOS environment, the ﬁrst arrival pulse always has the maximum amplitude
due to the shortest propagation path. tj1 can be regarded as the time index of the
signal element with the maximum amplitude in the digital domain. Similarly, ti1
represents the ﬁrst pulse arrival time at the i-th base station. The time diﬀerence
τji implies the distance diﬀerence information. When multiple time diﬀerences are
collected from the received UWB signals at several base stations, the position of the
tag can be calculated and the asynchronous problem is removed by using the TDOA
algorithm [13][45].
Obviously, the key to precision in UWB positioning systems is to obtain accurate
pulse arrival times. In order to acquire the ﬁne timing information, we apply CS
theory in the UWB positioning system for acquiring high resolution UWB signals
using low sampling rate ADCs.

5.2.2

Compressed Sensing UWB Signal Acquisition

The CS-based UWB positioning system is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Since the pulse
repetition frequency is ﬁxed, we deﬁne one pulse repetition period as one frame.
At the k-th frame and in the i-th BS, the received signal uik is ﬁrstly compressed
by using a hardware projection matrix Φi , (Φi ∈ RM ×N ).

A possible analog

hardware implementation scheme of the projection matrix can be found in [20]. The
measurement vector y ik is given by
y ik = Φi uik + ϵik ,
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(5.3)

where ϵik is additive white Gaussian noise with unknown but stationary power β ik .
By assuming that β ik is identical for all i and k, we abbreviate β ik into β for
convenience. In a certain time interval, the analog measurement can be obtained by
the subsequent ADC, which forms an M -dimensional measurement vector v ik . Then
the N -dimensional sparse UWB signal uik at the i-th BS can be recovered from the
M -dimensional measurement vector y ik using CS signal reconstruction algorithms.
Since the UWB signal uik is inherently sparse, we have M ≪ N so that the sampling
rate to obtain the measurements y ik is much slower than that to obtain the signal
uik directly. The sampling rate to obtain measurements SM is given by
SM =

M
M
1
×
=
× SN = Cr × SN ,
N
∆N
N

(5.4)

where ∆N is the time resolution of the reconstructed N -dimensional signal vector,
which is the inverse of the sampling rate SN for direct signal acquisition; and Cr is the
compression ratio, Cr =

M
N

=

SM
.
SN

The compressed ratio represents the reduction of

the sampling rate by applying the CS theory compared with direct signal acquisition.
In UWB positioning systems, the received signals are correlated, which provides
spatial and temporal redundancies. Without loss of generality, we do not specify
the correlation model because the correlation varies for UWB positioning systems in
diﬀerent propagation environments. Based on many experimental observations, we
found the received signals at diﬀerent frames and diﬀerent base stations many nonzero
signal elements share the same time locations[13][45]. The correlation is measured by
the similarly level, which is deﬁned as
Ps =

Kcom
Kobj

(5.5)

where Kobj represents the total number of nonzero signal elements in the objective
unrecovered signal, Kcom is the number of common nonzero element locations among
the transferred reconstructed signals and objective signal, and Ps means the similarity
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Figure 5.1: Compressed sensing UWB positioning system
level as a percentage. Note that, when Ps = 100% it does not mean that the signals
are the same but that they have the same nonzero element locations; the amplitudes
may not be the same.
For notational simplicity, we utilize a superscript to represent temporal and spatial
indices and a subscript to denote the element index in the vector. We denote uik
as the received signal vector at the i-th base station and the k-th time frame. It is
abbreviated as u without considering the spatial and temporal index for representing
ik
ik
a single vector. uik
=
j is the j-th signal element in the vector u , which has u
N
ik
ik
{uik
j }j=1 . This notation is also applied into other letters. y, y , yj are abbreviated

as y. Similar notation is used for the Φ and α.

5.3

Space-Time Bayesian Compressed Sensing

In this section, we develop a joint signal reconstruction algorithm, namely the STBCS
algorithm, to exploit and integrate space-time prior information for the CS-based
UWB positioning system. The framework of the BCS algorithm is ﬁrst introduced.
We then detail how to utilize the gamma prior imposed on the exponentially
distributed hyperparameters to yield prior information, which is the key in our STBCS
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algorithm. The transferred reconstructed signal elements will impact the parameters
which control the exponential distribution of the hyperparameters α, yielding prior
information. Next, a ﬂexible structure to transfer mutual spatial and temporal prior
information is explained in detail. Our STBCS algorithm can be utilized for exploiting
and integrating spatial, temporal, and space-time information a priori for the best
performance.

5.3.1

Bayesian Compressed Sensing

The key of the BCS [59] and relevance vector machine (RVM) algorithms [39] is to
impose an exponentially distributed hyperparameter on each signal element. The
BCS theory and algorithms have been detailed in previous chapters and ignored here.

5.3.2

Transfer Prior Information

In this chapter, we are using the Gamma prior [59], which is imposed on the
hyperparameter αik with parameters aik and bik .

By assuming independent

distribution, we have the gamma prior distribution, which is given by
P (αik |aik , bik )
N
∏
ik
=
Γ(αjik |aik
j , bj )
j=1

=

ik
N
aik
j (αik )(aj −1) exp(−bik αik )
∏
(bik
j )
j
j
j

Γ(aik
j )

j=1

,

(5.6)

ik
ik
where aik
j and bj are the parameters controlling the hyperparameter αj distribution

for the j-th signal element in the i-th BCS procedure at the k-th frame.
In order to bridge the mutual information transfer among diﬀerent BCS procedures, we assume that, for diﬀerent i and k they share the same hyperparameter,
which has
Assumption 1. ∀i, k, assume αjik = αj .
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Now assume we have the j-th reconstructed signal element, e.g., ucd
j from the c-th
BCS procedure at the d-th frame. The problem is how to transfer prior information
ik
cd
through updating the parameters aik
j and bj based on the signal element uj .

Based on the above assumption, we can integrate the hyperparameter αj out:
ik ik
P (ucd
j |aj , bj )
∫
ik ik
=
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )dαj
ik

=

aj
1
Γ(aik
(bik
j + 2)
j )

(

2
(ucd
j )
ik
bj +
2

1

(2π) 2 Γ(aik
j )

where Γ(·) is the gamma function, deﬁned as Γ(x) =

1
)−(aik
j +2)

,

∫∞
0

(5.7)

tx−1 e−t dt. The derivation

ik
is detailed in Appendix A. In particular, when aik
j = 2bj , it becomes a student-

t distribution where aik
j is the number of degrees of freedom. Here, the parameters
ik
aik
j , bj play the key to transferring prior information. The transferred information will
ik
change the parameters aik
j , bj , which will impact the corresponding hyperparameter

and the signal element.
ik
Given the transferred signal element ucd
j , we can update the parameters aj and

bik
j to bring prior information in the i-th BCS procedure. We have
âik
j

= arg max
aik
j

b̂ik
j = arg max
bik
j

n
∏

ik ik
P (ucd
j |aj , bj )

(5.8)

ik ik
P (ucd
j |aj , bj ).

(5.9)

c,d=1
n
∏
c,d=1

However, it is not easy to estimate the parameters by maximizing the likelihood
function. Alternatively, based on Bayes theory, we utilize the posterior to update the
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parameters, which is given by
ik ik
P (αj |ucd
j , aj , bj )

(5.10)

ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )
ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )dαj
( )ãik
(
)
j
(ãik
ik
j −1) exp
b̃ik
(α
)
−
b̃
α
j
j
j
j

= ∫

=

Γ(ãik
j )

.

(5.11)

By comparing Eq. (A.11) with Eq. (5.6), we have the updated parameters, which
are given by
1
2
( cd )2
uj
= bik
.
j +
2

ãik
= aik
j +
j

(5.12)

b̃ik
j

(5.13)

ik
ik
ik
Based on the signal element ucd
j , the parameters aj and bj are updated to ãj

and b̃ik
j . Obviously, the posterior is still the gamma distribution, which provides
convenience for parameter updating. This is the reason why we utilize the gamma
priors to transfer mutual prior information.
When multiple reconstructed signal elements are transferred, e.g., ucj1 , ucj2 , and
ucjn , the parameters are updated to
ãik
= aik
j
j +
b̃ik
j

=

bik
j

+

n
2
∑

(5.14)

n
ci 2
i=1 (uj )

2

.

(5.15)

The derivations of above equations are detailed in Appendix A.6.
Therefore, based on the given signal elements transferred from other BCS
procedures, parameters are updated to introduce the prior information into the
ik
current BCS procedure. Note that, initially, the parameters aik
j and bj are set to zero,

implying no prior information, which is equivalent to the original BCS algorithm.
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If and only if the transferred signal elements are nonzero, the parameters will be
updated. Furthermore, we develop a space-time structure for exploiting and utilizing
prior information.

5.3.3

Space-Time Structure

In the CS-based UWB positioning system, the joint BCS signal reconstruction
procedures are performed both in parallel and in serial. In order to exploit spatial,
temporal, or space-time prior information, we develop a ﬂexible space-time structure
for the STBCS algorithm. At one base station, the temporal prior information can be
exploited and utilized for signal reconstruction in the time sequence, which is namely
the Time BCS (TBCS) algorithm. At the same time among several base stations,
spatial prior information can also be transferred for joint signal reconstruction in
parallel, which is the Space BCS (SBCS) algorithm. In CS-based UWB positioning
system, our STBCS algorithm can exploit and fuse the space-time prior information
for the best performance.
Fig. 5.2 shows the structure to transfer space-time prior information in the
STBCS algorithm. For simplicity, we only show three base stations (BS1, BS2,
and BS3). Only the BCS signal reconstruction procedures at the k-th frame in
each BS are illustrated. On one hand, temporal prior information is transferred
by using the TBCS algorithm. In BS1, for example, the BCS procedure is performed
for reconstructing the signal u1k and u1(k+1) in serial at the k and (k + 1)-th
frames. Then the reconstructed signal u1k is forwarded to the next frame to update
hyperparameters a1(k+1) and b1(k+1) in the (k + 1)-th frame. It is the same in BS2
and BS3 by using the TBCS algorithm. On the other hand, mutual spatial prior
information is transferred in parallel using the SBCS algorithm. At the k-th frame,
BCS procedures for reconstructing u1k , u2k and u3k are performed simultaneously.
For BS1, the ongoing reconstructed u1k can be transferred to BS2 and BS3 to update
hyperparameters a2k and b2k , as well as a3k and b3k . Similarly, the information can
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Figure 5.2: Space-time structure for the STBCS algorithm
be also transferred from BS2 to BS3 and BS1, and from BS3 to BS1 and BS2. All
together, space-time prior information can be transferred and utilized both in serial
and in parallel, which is called the Space-Time BCS (STBCS) algorithm.

5.4

STBCS-TDOA Joint Signal Processing

In this section, we develop a joint STBCS-TDOA algorithm for the CS-based UWB
positioning system. The transferred prior information is integrated into the STBCS
signal reconstruction procedure. Along with the TDOA algorithm, the iterative
STBCS-TDOA algorithm is able to compute the tag position at each iteration even
though the received UWB signal is not fully reconstructed. We ﬁrst discuss how
to select the nonzero signal element which is most likely the pulse peak based on
the incremental optimization method. Then given the transferred prior information
and measurements, we will discuss how to fuse the prior information into the signal
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reconstruction procedure. Next, based on the obtained pulse peak location and
pulse arrival time, the TDOA algorithm can calculate the position of the tag.
Finally, the procedure and structure of the proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm will
be summarized. Since the current signal reconstruction is performed at the i-th base
station and the k-th frame, for convenience we abbreviate uik , y ik , and αik into u, y,
and α, respectively.

5.4.1

Estimate the Pulse Peak Location

The incremental optimization method will sequentially ﬁnd and select one nonzero
signal element in each iteration. How can we estimate the largest signal element for
determining the pulse arrival time?
The key step of the BCS signal reconstruction algorithm is to estimate the
hyperparameters A by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood function [39][59]. The
incremental optimization method separates one index from the target function, e.g.,
the j-th element, which is given by
L(α) = log p(y|α, β)
∫
= log P (y|u, β)P (u|α)du
1
= − (N log2π + log|E| + y T E −1 y)
2
= L−j (α) + l(αj ),

(5.16)

The derivation details are shown in Appendix A. Actually, at the beginning
iterations, we have a pool of candidate indices which correspond to possible nonzero
signal elements. Based on Appendix A, we deﬁne the candidate index set Λ, which
is given by



αj =

h2j
2
gj −hj

, gj2 − hj > 0;


αj = ∞, g 2 − hj ≤ 0;
j

if j ∈ Λ

if j ∈
/Λ

where the details about the terms gj and hj are shown in Appendix A.
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(5.17)

Then one index in Λ will be selected and added into the nonzero signal index Ω,
e.g., the αj . The signal elements in Ω with the new element will be estimated. The
next iteration, we will recalculate parameters gj , hj , j = {1, 2, ...N } and form a new
candidate index set Λ. Another new index will be selected from Λ and added into
Ω. This process will be repeated until all nonzero signal elements are found after a
limited number of iterations.
Traditionally, the index is randomly selected and added from the candidate index
set Λ into the nonzero index set Ω each iteration. However, for our BCS-based
UWB positioning system, instead of a random choice, we hope to ﬁnd the nonzero
signal element which is most likely the maximum signal element, indicating the peak
location. Hence the pulse arrival time can be estimated without waiting until the
signal is fully reconstructed. For this purpose, we propose the following Proposition
about how to select an index from the candidate index set Λ.
Proposition 1. During a given iteration, the estimated signal based on the current
nonzero signal index Ω is denoted as ũ. Then the j-th hyperparameter αj in the
current index set Λ which can maximize the marginal log-likelihood function L(α) is
also able to minimize the term (∥y∥ − y T Φũ), which is given by
[j] = arg max (L(α))
αj ,j∈Λ

= arg min (∥y∥ − y T Φũ).
αj ,j∈Λ

(5.18)

Proof. Proposition 1 bridges between the selected αj and the signal element uj by
decomposing the log-likelihood function L(α). The derivation details are shown in
Appendix A.
Therefore, in each iteration the index in the candidate index set which can
maximize the target function L(α) will be selected into the nonzero signal index
set Ω for signal reconstruction. The selected index and its corresponding signal
element most likely has the largest amplitude, which indicates the pulse peak.
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Therefore, we can estimate the pulse arrival time even though the signal is not fully
reconstructed. Essentially, our STBCS-TDOA algorithm is like a greedy algorithm,
where the nonzero signal element which has the most impact on the measurements
will be estimated ﬁrst to minimize the residual. Note that the index selection is only
based on local measurements, but the estimation of the hyperparameter αj with the
selected index j should be based on both local measurements and transferred prior
information.

5.4.2

Fusing Prior Information

When the selected αj is estimated, we consider fusing the transferred prior information, if available. Then the target log-likelihood function is given by
L(α) = log P (y|α) + log P (α|ã, b̃))
= L−j (α) + l(αj ),

(5.19)

where the ﬁrst term log P (y|α) is only about local measurements. The second term
log P (α|ã, b̃)) introduces the transferred prior information with updated parameters
ã, b̃.
In order to estimate the selected αj , we maximize the posterior function, which is
given by
1
l(αj ) =
2

(

h2j
αj
log
+
αj + gj αj + gj

)
+ aj log αj − bj αj ,
(5.20)

where the terms gj and hj are shown in Appendix A.
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The ﬁrst derivative of Eq. (5.20) is given by
h2j
gj
aj
−
+
− bj
2αj (αj + gj ) 2(αj + gj )2 αj
f (αj , gj , hj , aj , bj )
=
,
αj (αj + gj )2

l′ (αj ) =

(5.21)

where f (αj , gj , hj , aj , bj ) is a cubic function of the hyperparameter αj . By setting Eq.
(A.29) to zero, we obtain the optimum estimation αj∗ , which is given by

arg max L(α) =
αj



αj⋆ , if gj2 − hj > 0;

∞,

(5.22)

otherwise.

The detailed derivations are given in Appendix A.8.

Actually, the optimal

hyperparameter is not only based on the local measurements but also takes advantage
of the transferred prior information. Optimizing the posterior function Eq. (5.20)
provides a soft way to balance the measurements and transferred prior information
for estimating the hyperparameters α. Based on the estimated hyperparameters, the
signal elements can be reconstructed each iteration. The pulse peak is detected so
that the pulse arrival time is obtained. The TDOA algorithm is used for localizing
the tag each iteration.

5.4.3

TDOA Algorithm

Let (xi , yi , zi ), i = 1, 2, ...I be the known position coordinates of the i-th base station.
Let (xt , yt , zt ) be the unknown tag location. The distance from the i-th base station to
the tag is denoted by Di . Then, between the 1st and i-th base station, the diﬀerence
of the pulse arrival time τ1i can be obtained from the received UWB signal using Eq.
(5.2). The range diﬀerence D1i is given by
τ1i = cD1i ,

i = 2, 3, ...I,
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(5.23)

and
√
(x1 − xt )2 + (y1 − yt )2 + (z1 − zt )2
√
− (xi − xt )2 + (yi − yt )2 + (zi − zt )2 ,

D1i =

(5.24)

where c is the propagation speed. Taking the derivative on both sides of the equation,
we have
(xi − xt )dxt + (yi − yt )dyt + (zi − zt )dzt
√
(xi − xt )2 + (yi − yt )2 + (zi − zt )2
(x1 − xt )dxt + (y1 − yt )dyt + (z1 − zt )dzt
− √
.
(x1 − xt )2 + (y1 − yt )2 + (z1 − zt )2

dD1i =

(5.25)

For the i-th base station with respect to the 1st base station, the matrix is given by

 

 
dD
α
α
α
 12   11 12 13  dxt

 


dD13  α21 α22 α23  


=

dyt  ,
 ..   ..
..
..  
 .   .
.
.  

 
 dzt
dD1i
αi1 αi2 αi3

(5.26)

where, we have
x1 − xt xi − x t
−
D1
Di
y1 − yt yi − yt
αi2 =
−
D1
Di
z1 − zt zi − zt
αi3 =
−
.
D1
Di

αi1 =

(5.27)
(5.28)
(5.29)

TDOA computation starts with an initial guess position of the tag, (x̂t , ŷt , ẑt ). By
iteratively updating and solving Eq. (5.26), TDOA will gradually converge to the
true position. The computation continues until the error is below a certain threshold,
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which is given by
Er =

√
(dxt )2 + (dyt )2 + (dzt )2 .

(5.30)

Note that the TDOA algorithm relies heavily on the initial position. If the
initial guess is far away from the true position, more iterations and computations
are needed. Then we develop the STBCS-TDOA algorithm, which is able to output
the approximate position of the tag each iteration so that the TDOA algorithm has
a good initial position.

5.4.4

Joint STBCS-TDOA Algorithm

The proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm for our UWB positioning system is described
in Procedure 2. The temporal and spatial prior information among diﬀerent base
stations is exploited and utilized in the STBCS algorithm. At each iteration, the
information about the pulse arrival time is forwarded to the TDOA algorithm for fast
calculation of the tag position.
The STBCS-TDOA algorithm is performed in a parallel pipeline mode for the
best performance, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Traditionally, the pulse arrival time cannot
be obtained until the UWB echo signal is fully reconstructed. This serial mode
needs substantial computation time because both the STBCS signal reconstruction
and TDOA algorithms are computationally expensive. Our parallel STBCS-TDOA
algorithm is able to calculate the position of the tag each iteration while the UWB
signal reconstruction procedures are ongoing.

It is based on the fact that the

acquisition of the pulse arrival time does not require a full signal recovery. Even
though the pulse arrival time is not accurate when the signal is far away from being
well reconstructed, the approximate value will help the TDOA converge quickly.
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Figure 5.3: Parallel STBCS-TDOA algorithm
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5.5

Simulation Results

Numerical simulations are conducted to investigate the performance of the STBCSTDOA algorithm in the CS-based UWB positioning system. The tested UWB signals
are drawn from the experimental IEEE 802.15.4a UWB propagation standards [1].
We ﬁrst demonstrate the performance of the STBCS algorithm for UWB signal
reconstruction with diﬀerent compression ratios and diﬀerent noise levels.

The

positioning performance of using the STBCS, OMP, and BCS algorithms is then
compared in the CS-based UWB positioning system. Finally, in a 3D scenario, our
CS-based UWB positioning system using the proposed STBCS algorithm is compared
with the UWB positioning system using the traditional sequential sampling method.
The quality of the reconstructed signal is measured in terms of the reconstruction
percentage, which is deﬁned as
Pr = 1 −

∥u − ũ∥2
,
∥u∥2

where u is the true signal and ũ is the reconstructed signal.
compression ratio is deﬁned as Cr =

M
N

=

SM
,
SN

(5.31)
Recall that the

which means how many sampling

rate is reduced for obtaining measurements compared with the sampling rate for
direct signal acquisition.

5.5.1

UWB Signal Reconstruction

Fig. 5.4 compares the reconstructed UWB echo signals in the time domain using the
original BCS and our STBCS algorithm. Four scenarios of UWB echo signals, U 0
(not shown in Fig. 5.4), U 1, U 2, and U 3 are utilized for testing performance, where
the reconstructed U 0 is utilized as prior information for UWB signal reconstruction.
U 0, U 1, U 2, and U 3 have diﬀerent similarity levels. For clarity, only a small section
(N=200) of all the UWB signals (N=512) are shown to illustrate the reconstructed
waveforms. Four scenarios of UWB signals, U 0, U 1, U 2, and U 3, are reconstructed
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using both algorithms under the same number of measurements and SNR. In detail,
(a) and (b) compare the reconstructed signal U 1 using BCS and STBCS with the
same measurements M = 60, Cr ≈ 0.12 and SNR=9.2dB; with respect to U 0, the
similarity in U 1 is 31.5%. The reconstruction percentages of U 1 using the BCS and
STBCS algorithms are 84.2% in (a), and 90.4% in (b), respectively. (c) and (d)
compare the reconstructed signal U 2 using BCS and STBCS with M = 60, Cr ≈
0.12 and SNR=17.7dB; with respect to U 0, the similarity in U 2 is 67.3%. The
reconstruction percentages are 68.4% for BCS and 91.7% for STBCS. (e) and (f)
compare the reconstructed signal U 3 with M = 60, Cr ≈ 0.1, SNR=12.4dB. The
similarity level in U 3 is 87.0%. The reconstruction percentages are -10.9% for BCS
and 93.57% for STBCS. Obviously, it is observed that the reconstruction percentages
are increasing with the growth of the similarity level. For instance, in (a) and (b)
with a similarity of 11.5% for U 1, the performance gap using BCS and STBCS is
only 6.2% (90.4%-84.2%). In (c) and (d), when the similarity level is 98.1%, the
performance gap increases to 23.3% (91.7%-(68.4%)). In (e) and (f), it increases to
104.4% (93.5%-(-10.9%)). This because that a higher similarity level implies more
useful prior information, which is helpful to improve the performance. Therefore, our
STBCS is much better than the original BCS. The higher the similarity level is, the
better performance is gained in the STBCS algorithm.
Fig. 5.5 shows the performance comparison of the original BCS, OMP, MBCS, and
STBCS algorithms for reconstructing the same UWB signal at diﬀerent compression
ratios. The tested UWB signal is denoted as U 5 (N=512), which will be reconstructed
with a diﬀerent number of measurements under the same level noise with a high
SNR (SNR ≈ 24dB). In the original BCS and OMP algorithms, there is no prior
information introduced for reconstructing the signal U 5. We test the performance, in
terms of reconstruction percentage, by introducing spatial, temporal, and space-time
prior information. The experiment is run 100 times and results are averaged. Since
the MBCS algorithm is for parallel multitask signal reconstruction, our spatial BCS
(SBCS) algorithm is compared with MBCS by introducing spatial prior information.
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(a) BCS reconstructed S1: 84.2%

(b) STBCS reconstructed S1: 90.4%
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(e) BCS reconstructed S3: −10.9%
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(f) STBCS reconstructed S3: 93.57%
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the reconstructed UWB echo signals, U 1, U 2, and U 3
using BCS in (a), (c), and (e) and STBCS in (b), (d), and (f).
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In the MBCS and SBCS algorithms, we introduce the UWB signal U 6 as spatial
prior information for recovering U 5. The signal reconstruction for U 5 and U 6 is
performed in parallel in both algorithms with the same number of measurements.
With respect to U 6, the similarity in U 5 is 33.6%.

At the same compression

ratio, it is observed that both STBCS and MBCS algorithms are much better than
the BCS and OMP algorithms.

Our STBCS algorithm outperforms the MBCS

algorithm at a low similarity level. Also, another reconstructed signal scenario U 7
is utilized as temporal prior information and transferred into the STBCS algorithm
for reconstructing the signal U 5. The similarity in U 5 is 66.1% with respect to
U 7. Next, the unreconstructed signal U 6 and reconstructed signal U 7 are utilized
as space-time prior information and transferred into the STBCS algorithm. The
similarity level is increased to 89.1% in U 5 with respect to U 6 and U 7. Clearly, it is
observed that performance is increased with the growth of the similarity level. For
example, with a low compression ratio Cr ≈ 0.15 (M = 80), our STBCS algorithm
through introducing prior information with similarity can achieve a 92.6% signal
reconstruction percentage. While at the same compression ratio, the TBCS algorithm
can accomplish 21.8% reconstruction percentage. The performance of the SBCS,
MBCS, OMP, and BCS algorithms are much worse (< 8%) at such a low compression
ratio. Therefore, our STBCS algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the compression ratio
and the sampling rate of ADCs by utilizing the space-time prior information for CSbased UWB systems.
In Fig. 5.6, we further test the performance of the algorithms under diﬀerent noise
levels with the same compression ratio (Cr ≈ 0.2, M = 100) for reconstructing the
signal U 5. The test procedure and other conﬁgurations are the same as in Fig. 5.5.
It is observed that by introducing prior information, the proposed STBCS algorithm
exhibits a much better capability of combating noise compared with the MBCS, OMP,
and BCS algorithms. For instance, when SNR=12dB, the STBCS utilizing prior
information with a high similarity level (89.1%) can achieve a 93.8% reconstruction
percentage while the reconstruction percentage is 21.3% for the OMP algorithm and
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Figure 5.5: Compression ratio versus reconstruction percentage
35.1% for the BCS algorithm at the same noise level and compression ratio. With
the same similarity level, our SBCS algorithm outperforms the MBCS algorithm at
diﬀerent noise levels. Therefore, at a low compression ratio with the same number
of measurements, by utilizing prior information, our STBCS algorithm can achieve
much better performance of combating noise than the MBCS, original BCS, and OMP
algorithms.

5.5.2

Joint STBCS-TDOA Performance

We further investigate the positioning performance of the OMP, BCS, and STBCSTDOA algorithms in the CS-based UWB positioning system.
We utilize the UWB signal U 5 for testing the positioning performance and other
conﬁgurations are the same for Fig. 5.5. We ﬁrst calculate the diﬀerence of the
pulse peak time index in the reconstructed UWB signal and in the true signal U 5.
Since the pulse peak indicates the pulse arrival time, we measure the positioning
error as the product of the propagation speed and diﬀerence of pulse arrival time
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Figure 5.6: Noise versus reconstruction percentage
between the recontracted signal and the true signal. At each iteration, the iterative
OMP, BCS, and STBCS-TDOA algorithms output the reconstructed signal U 5. Our
STBCS-TDOA algorithm will introduce prior information with diﬀerent similarity
levels. The positioning error is measured at each iteration even though the UWB
signal is not fully reconstructed. Noise is added (SNR≈15dB) and the compression
ratio is low (Cr ≈ 0.2, M = 100) in signal reconstruction. The experiment is run 100
times with diﬀerent random measurement matrices and results are averaged.
The iterative STBCS algorithm is able to output the peak location, or the arrival
time index in each iteration while the signal reconstruction is performing. For clarity,
we just measure the 1D error. The error is measured by the oﬀset of the reconstructed
UWB signal and the true UWB signal. The error is measured in distance, which is
the product of propagation speed (light speed) and pulse arrival time.
Figure 5.7 shows the positioning error at each iteration using the OMP, BCS,
and STBCS-TDOA algorithms. The errors from OMP and BCS algorithms are large
and ﬂuctuating due to a low compression ratio and a high noise level. In sharp
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Figure 5.7: Positioning performance of the OMP, BCS, and STBCS-TDOA algorithm
contrast, our STBCS algorithm by introducing prior information exhibits much better
performance than the OMP and BCS algorithm at each iteration. Moreover, it is
clearly observed that in the STBCS-TDOA algorithm, the higher the similarity level,
the better positioning accuracy can be achieved with a limited number of iterations.
For example, after 23 iterations, the STBCS algorithm with 89.1% similarity can
detect the correct pulse arrival time with zero error and achieve an error on the
order of millimeters. The performance of BCS and OMP are even worse because
of the reconstruction failure due to insuﬃcient measurements and noise. Therefore,
our STBCS-TDOA algorithm can detect the pulse arrival time quickly with fewer
iterations than the OMP and BCS algorithms for CS-based UWB positioning systems.

5.5.3

3D Positioning Performance

We investigate the 3D positioning performance using the proposed STBCS-TDOA
algorithm and the sequential sampling method [8][44][13][45] for UWB positioning
systems. The simulation is performed in a 5m×5m×4m room, where four base
stations are placed at the following positions: (0, 0, 170), (4000, 0, 1855), (4410, 4435,
2860) and (0, 4545, 3260) (in millimeters). Four scenarios of UWB echo signals drawn
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: CS-based positioning system performance
from the UWB IEEE 802.15.4a model are used to represent the received UWB signals
at the four base stations. The noise is added to the original signals (SNR≈15dB).
The UWB positioning error is based on the received UWB signals at base stations
using the sequential sampling method and the proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithms.
The dominating factors in the UWB positioning system using the sequential
sampling method are essentially diﬀerent from the CS-based UWB positioning
system using the STBCS-TDOA algorithm.

The sequential sampling method is

the bottleneck to achieve a very high positioning accuracy in the UWB positioning
system[13][45] because it is not a real-time signal acquisition method. Based on
our previous realistic UWB experiments [13][45][8], we found that, for the sequential
sampling based UWB positioning system, the dominating factor of positioning error is
the asynchronous clocks between the pulse repetition clock in the tag and the sampling
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clock in the receiver. The sequential sampling method can stretch the UWB pulse
by K times using the K periods of UWB signals. The scalar K is determined by the
oﬀset of the pulse repetition clock and the sampling clock. Since those two clocks are
asynchronous, the scale K is not ﬁxed but ﬂuctuating based on the relative jitter of
those two clocks. We model such a behavior as
τji′ = K(1 ± j%)τji ,

(5.32)

where τji is the time diﬀerence of pulse arrival time and K is the stretch scale number.
In the wireless UWB positioning system, the relative time jitter at the tag and
the base station will cause a drift scalar j%, which introduces a positioning error
and geometrical dilution. The error is linearly increased with the time diﬀerence
τji .

This physical limitation makes it very diﬃcult for the sequential sampling

based UWB positioning systems to achieve high (e.g., sub-millimeter) accuracy. In
the simulation, we adopt a state-of-the-art high stable oscillator with ±5ppm time
jitter [13] for simulations. In contrast, in the CS-based UWB positioning system,
it is a real-time UWB signal acquisition. The positioning errors in CS-based UWB
positioning systems are mainly from the reconstructed UWB signals. The peak of
pulse and arrival time will be blurred due to a limited number of measurements.
To overcome this limitation, we utilize the STBCS-TDOA algorithm to reconstruct
the high resolution UWB signal with a low compression ratio (15%) and ultra low
sampling rate ADCs for obtaining measurements.
Fig. 5.8 (a) and (b) show the performance comparison of the UWB positioning
system using the proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm and the sequential sampling
method. It is seen that the positioning accuracy is signiﬁcantly improved by using the
STBCS-TDOA algorithm in the CS-based UWB positioning system. The expected
absolute value of error using the CS-based sampling method is 0.8mm in Fig.5.8 (b)
while it is about 5.52mm by using the sequential sampling method in (a). Moreover,
Fig.5.8 (a) shows that the error is unevenly distributed. The minimum error is
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achieved when the tag is at the geometrical center point, where the distance diﬀerence
is zero (τj i = 0). When the tag is moving close to the base station and the distance
diﬀerences are signiﬁcantly increasing, the error will be dramatically enlarged due to
geometrical dilution. However, when we apply CS theory into the UWB positioning
system, the error is evenly distributed, as demonstrated in Fig.5.8 (b). The standard
error variance using the sequential sampling method is 6.65mm in (a) while it is only
0.52mm using our proposed scheme in (b). This represents a 12.8x improvement in
positioning accuracy. Besides improving the positioning accuracy, other advantages
of using STBCS-TDOA algorithm in CS-based UWB positioning system include realtime and high speed processing. Also note that a CS-based UWB positioning system
using the proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm will be a breakthrough, which has a
potential to achieve much higher accuracy. Therefore, the positioning performance
using the STBCS-TDOA algorithm in the CS-based UWB positioning system can
be signiﬁcantly improved compared with the system using the traditional sequential
sampling method. The STBCS-TDOA algorithm can utilize prior information in CSbased UWB positioning systems to obtain good timing information but using a low
compression ratio and low sampling rate ADCs to achieve a sub-mm accuracy.
We discussed how to apply TBCS to UWB position systems for high accuracy
positioning performance in this chapter. However, the signal reconstruction algorithm
is computationally expensive. In the next chapter, we will accelerate the computation
by mapping the CS signal reconstruction algorithms on parallel devices.
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Procedure 2 STBCS-TDOA Algorithm
1: Initialization: the hyperparameter α is set to α = {∞}; the nonzero sigal index
set Ω = ∅; the parameters a, b : a, b = {0, 0}; the position of the tag is set to an
initial position.
2: Introducing temporal prior information: update a, b using Eq.(5.8), (5.9), (5.12)
and (5.13) from the previous reconstructed nonzero signal elements.
3: repeat
4:
Introducing spatial prior information: receive the ongoing reconstructed signal
elements from other simultaneous BCS procedures to update the parameter
a, b.
5:
Calculate the components gj and hj (shown in Appendix A) and form the
candidate set Λ based on Eq. (5.17).
6:
According to Proposition 1, select an index from the index set Λ. Assume it is
the j-th index. Then add it into index set Ω: Ω = Ω ∪ j;
7:
Update αj by solving Eq.(5.22) if the parameters are updated so that aj ̸=
0, bj ̸= 0. Otherwise update αj using Eq.(4.26).
8:
if Ω ∪ Λ ̸= Ω then
9:
Delete the index: Ω = Ω\{j}, where j ∈ Ω but j ∈
/ Λ.
10:
end if
11:
Compute the signal elements whose index are in Ω. Output the index of the
maximum signal based on the current reconstructed signal vector as the pulse
arrival time for the TDOA algorithm for computing the position of the tag.
12:
Send out the ongoing reconstructed signal elements to other BCS procedures
as spatial prior information.
13: until converged
14: Send out the reconstructed nonzero signal elements for the next frame utilization
as temporal prior information.
15: In parallel, the TDOA algorithm receives values of pulse arrival times from
diﬀerent BCS signal reconstruction procedures on base stations. With respect
to one base station, the diﬀerences of pulse arrival and corresponding distance
diﬀerences are calculated based on Eq.(5.23).
16: The tag position is calculated using Eq. (5.26) with an initial start position.
17: Go to step 16 to check any new updates. If there are new updates, utilizing
the current calculated tag position as the initial position value recalculate the
tag position. Otherwise iteratively compute the position of the tag until TDOA
converges.
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Chapter 6
Hardware Implementation of
Bayesian compressed Sensing
6.1

Background and Introduction

Compressed Sensing (CS) can acquire signals at below the Nyquist sampling
rate[27].

CS using signal reconstruction algorithms can indirectly acquire and

reconstruct the signal from a small number of measurements obtained at a very low
sampling rate; however, CS signal reconstruction algorithms are very computationally
expensive[11] [27], becoming a bottleneck in time-sensitive applications[21]. High
performance parallel computing for computation acceleration is needed for fast CS
signal reconstruction. One of the most computationally expensive steps in CS signal
reconstruction algorithms is Cholesky decomposition[5], so we desire to accelerate
Cholesky decomposition and CS signal reconstruction by designing a dedicated
hardware/software module to exploit parallelism.
Besides CS signal reconstruction in signal/image processing, Cholesky decomposition is one of most widely used decomposition algorithms in various applications and
ﬁelds[69], such as in solving least square problems, linear regression, and least square
ﬁtting in mathematics, machine leaning, and economics. Cholesky decomposition has
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O( 13 n3 ) complexity, which is computationally expensive. Even when the matrix size
n is small, the computation time is too expensive in many applications, such as realtime CS signal reconstruction[20][21][19]. In many other ﬁelds, such as computational
chemistry[57], there exist a demand of computing Cholesky decomposition for many
small matrices. Modern massively parallel devices, such as FPGAs and GPUs, can
accelerate Cholesky decomposition by exploiting parallelism.
This chapter presents a high performance iterative Cholesky decomposition and
CS signal reconstruction on FPGAs and GPUs. At end of this chapter, results
show that FPGA and GPU implementations for Cholesky decomposition outperform
LAPACK and MAGMA for small matrices. For the 256 × 256 matrix Cholesky
decomposition, Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs show the best performance. Our
proposed GPU implementation for Cholesky decomposition outperforms LAPACK
and MAGMA when the matrix size is smaller than 4096 × 4096. Based on the
proposed iterative Cholesky decomposition, we implement a CS signal reconstruction
algorithm on FPGAs and GPUs in single and double precision. Our FPGA and GPU
implementation can achieve a high speedup compared with MAGMA and LAPACK
for computation acceleration for fast CS signal reconstruction. Compared with the
CS signal reconstruction on the CPU using LAPACK and the hybrid CPU/GPU
mode, our FPGA implementation for CS signal reconstruction can achieve about 15x
speedup and GPU implementation can achieve a 38x speedup.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces a
novel Cholesky decomposition on a GPU with memory access optimization. Section
6.3 presents Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs by using one dedicated triangular
equation solver.

Section 6.4 summarizes a family of CS signal reconstruction

algorithms and discusses implementation on both GPUs and FPGAs. Performance
of GPU and FPGA implementations are compared from diﬀerent perspectives in
Section 6.5.

Section 6.6 shows the performance for Cholesky decomposition on

GPUs and FPGAs, as well as the performance of CS signal reconstruction algorithms
implemented on GPUs, FPGAs, CPUs, and a hybrid platform.
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6.2

Cholesky Decomposition on GPUs

A linear equation system, Ax = b, where A is a dense n × n matrix, and x and b
are column vectors of size n, can be solved using a decomposition technique, LU for
instance. If the matrix is symmetric and positive deﬁnite, Cholesky decomposition
with complexity of 13 O(N 3 ) is the most eﬃcient in solving the system[36] and CS signal
reconstruction algorithms. We developed a high performance Cholesky decomposition
implementation on a GPU.
Procedure 3 lists the computational procedure for Cholesky decomposition on a
GPU. The computation on GPUs include (1)a blocked Cholesky decomposition for
factoring sub-matrix A11 , A11 = L11 LT11 ; (2)solving the triangular linear equations for
updating A21 , A21 := L21 = A21 L−1
11 ; and (3)triangular matrix-matrix multiplication
for updating A22 , A22 := A22 − L21 LT21 . Those computation is repeated until the
whole matrix A is entirely factored and overwritten into the lower triangular matrix.
Note that in each step, the size of sub-matrices and computation are tuned to exploit
potential parallelism and maximize vector thread usage for good performance.
Procedure 3 Cholesky decomposition Algorithm on GPUs
1: Begin Cholesky decomposition
2: repeat
3:
Partition the matrix A = {A11 , A12 ; A21 , A22 }
4:
Compute Cholesky decomposition and overwrite the sub-matrix A11 ← L11 ,
where A11 = L11 D11 LT11
5:
Update and overwrite A21 ← L21 = A21 L−T
11
6:
Overwrite A22 for the next iteration computation: A22 ← A22 − L21 LT21 ;
7:
Let A = A22 and decompose A22 using the same procedure
8: until Cholesky Decomposition reaches the right bottom sub-matrix so that the
entire matrix A is factored into a lower triangular matrix
9: Return the factored matrix A

Fig. 6.1 depicts the computation procedure of Cholesky decomposition on a GPU
in detail. Due to the symmetric matrix, we only show half of the matrix which is
needed in GPU global memory. Correspondingly, for GPU implementation, we have
a total of four kernels. Sequentially, the ﬁrst kernel performs the standard Cholesky
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Figure 6.1: Cholesky decomposition on GPUs. (a), (b), (c), and (d) depict the
computational procedure sequentially, where computation in (c) for updating A22
using matrix-matrix multiplication is dominant.
decomposition for factoring the ﬁrst upper left sub-matrix A11 . The second kernel
updates the elements in the strip, i.e., A21 , below the current working block by solving
triangular linear equations. The third kernel updates the diagonal in the block.
Finally, the fourth kernel updates the rest of the lower matrix A22 by doing a matrixmatrix multiplication. We loop through the blocks by sending block oﬀsets until the
entire matrix is factored. For best performance, we tune the sub-matrix size to achieve
full-occupancy of vector threads on GPUs. We let A22 , the biggest sub-matrix, each
iteration take advantage of massively parallel resources on GPUs for matrix-matrix
multiplication. Compared with the standard Cholesky decomposition procedure, the
proposed Cholesky decomposition can minimize copying operation, optimize memory
access pattern and exploit potential parallelism for good performance.
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Optimization is critical for achieving good performance on GPUs.

Through

optimizing the memory access pattern, performance can be greatly improved. The
ﬁrst optimization technique is to improve the use of shared memory.

We load

the current working block information into shared memory and reuse it repeatedly
without having to go back to global memory. Next, we looked at coalesced global
memory accesses to improve performance for GPU implementation.

This was

accomplished by loading the data into shared memory so that each thread loads
data in a consecutive manner as described in [10]. Likewise, we store data in the
same way. The third optimization technique was to avoid shared memory banking
conﬂicts since the banking conﬂicts are causing non-coalesced reads and writes. To
do this, we simply increased our shared memory size by one extra value. After these
optimizations, memory access is not a limiting factor any longer. Note that the LDLT
Cholesky decomposition can be easily implemented on a GPU by simply modifying
the computational procedure and corresponding kernels.

6.3

Cholesky Decomposition on FPGAs

For FPGA implementation, we adopt a modiﬁed Cholesky decomposition to solve the
linear equation system Ax = b, which is given by
A = LDLT

(6.1)

where D is a diagonal matrix and L is a unit lower triangular matrix with all unit
elements on the diagonal.
The reason we adopt LDLT , rather than the standard U T U Cholesky decomposition, is multifold. First, compared with the standard Cholesky decomposition,
the LDLT Cholesky decomposition will remove the square root operation, which can
save hardware resources and increase the data throughput[14]. Second, the LDLT
Cholesky decomposition can avoid the division dependency from the pipelines. Third,
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the modiﬁed Cholesky decomposition with one more diagonal matrix D does not
require more memory because the lower triangular matrix L has units on the diagonal
that can be utilized for saving the diagonal matrix D.
We developed a novel iterative algorithm for calculating the LDLT Cholesky
decomposition for solving Eq.6.1. Compared with the standard Cholesky decomposition, the proposed augment algorithm only needs to iteratively solve triangular
linear equations without any square root operations. The computation procedure is
as below. The n by n symmetric matrix A is ﬁrstly partitioned into a 2x2 block
matrix consisting of an n-1 by n-1 matrix An−1 , a column vector t, and a scalar
number g, which is shown in Eq. (6.2):
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(6.2)

where g (g = ann ) and dn are scalars. Elements in matrix A are denoted by aij , (i, j =
1, .., n). Elements in the lower triangular matrix are denoted as lij , (i, j = 1, .., n).
The vectors t and w are 1 × (n − 1) column vectors, where t = {a1n , a2n , ...an−1n } and
w = {l1n , l2n , ...ln−1n }.
Obviously, we can ﬁnd An−1 = Ln−1 Dn−1 LTn−1 , which is just the Cholesky
decomposition for An−1 . Suppose we have Cholesky decomposition results, An−1 =
Ln−1 Dn−1 LTn−1 . In order to factor the matrix A based on Ln−1 and Dn−1 , we only
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need to calculate the column vector w and diagonal element dn . It is easy to verify
that:

Ln−1 Dn−1 w = t
and,
dn = g − w Dn−1 w = g −
T

(6.3)

n−1
∑

wi2 di

(6.4)

i=1

The column vector w can be calculated by solving the lower triangular linear
equations in Eq.

(6.3).

Therefore, based on the factored matrix An−1 =

Ln−1 Dn−1 LTn−1 we know that matrix A can be decomposed. However, to obtain
the Cholesky decomposition for matrix An−1 we must know the decomposition
An−2 = Ln−2 Dn−2 LTn−2 . Now imagine that this computation begins with the upper
left element in the matrix A. We denote that one element matrix A1 = a11 and
L1 = l11 . Similarly, a 2 by 2 sub-matrix A2 = {aij }2i,j=1 and L2 = {li j}2i,j=1 .
Fig. 6.2 demonstrates the iterative Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs. Cholesky
decomposition begins with the upper left most element, i.e., A1 = {a11 }. A1 =
L1 D1 LT1 = 1 × a11 × 1, where L1 = {l11 }. In the next step, we obtain matrix L2 and
D2 by solving w and d from Eq. (6.3) and Eq. (6.4). In a similar manner, the matrices
L3 , D3 , . . . , Ln−1 , Dn−1 , Ln , and Dn are computed sequentially by solving Eq. (6.3)
and Eq. (6.4). Recursively, therefore, this is an iterative algorithm for computing
Cholesky decomposition that only needs to solve the lower triangular equations for
updating vectors and the diagonal elements.
It is not hard to design dedicated hardware for solving Eq. (6.4); however, solving
Eq. (6.3) is essentially a serial computational procedure with heavy data dependency.
Therefore a dedicated triangular equation solver for Eq. (6.3) must be designed and
optimized for good performance. Note this triangular hardware solver is also utilized
for solving linear equation systems after the Cholesky decomposition, which will be
discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.2: Cholesky decomposition computational procedure on FPGAs

6.3.1

Pipelined Triangular Linear Solver on FPGAs

We present a dedicated triangular linear solver for solving Cholesky decomposition
and linear equation systems in this section. In order to further demonstrate why we
adopt LDLT Cholesky decomposition, we ﬁrst show how to solve the linear equation
system, Ax = b, based on standard U T U Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs. Then
we design a pipelined triangular solver on FPGAs for solving Cholesky decomposition
and linear equation systems.
Assume matrix A is factored to A = U T U using standard Cholesky decomposition.
In order to solve the linear equation system, Ax = b, we need to solve U T U x = b,
which is equivalent to two steps: (1) solve U T r = b for the vector r using forward
substitutions; (2) solve U x = r to get x using backward substitutions. The ﬁrst step
is expanded as:
r1 = b1 /u11
r2 = (b2 − u12 r1 )/u22
..
.
∑n−1
rn = (bn − i=1
uin ri )/unn
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(6.5)

The second step for solving U x = r is written as:
xn = bn /unn
xn−1 = (bn−1 − un−1n−2 rn−1 )/un−1n−1
..
.
∑
x1 = (b1 − n−1
i=1 uin ri )/u11

(6.6)

Obviously, it is observed that divisions must be computed for each component due
to non-unit diagonal elements, uii , in the triangular matrix U . It is clear that the long
latency of the divider (determined by the bit width of the dividend and divisor)[71],
will adversely hurt the performance because the next input data depends on previous
division results. Therefore, we adopt the LDLT Cholesky decomposition to remedy
this problem.
The LDLT Cholesky decomposition can separate the divider dependency by
introducing a diagonal matrix D.

In this way introduction of the triangular

matrices D make the diagonal components in the matrix L become all unit elements.
Equivalently, in order to solve LDLT x = b, we need three steps: Lz = b, Dr = z and
LT x = r, which are:
z1 = b1
z2 = (b2 − l21 z1 )
z3 = (b3 − l31 z1 − l32 z2 )
..
.
∑n−1
zn = (bn − i=1
lni zi )

(6.7)

Note that divider operations can be separately performed in parallel:
rn = zn /dn

(6.8)

where dn is the diagonal element in the diagonal matrix D. Finally the solution vector
x is obtained similarly by solving the triangular linear system:
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Figure 6.3: Computational procedure for solving triangular equations on FPGAs

xn = b n
xn−1 = bn−1 − un−1,n−2 rn−1
..
.
∑n−1
x1 = b1 − i=1
uin ri

(6.9)

Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the pipelined computation order for solving the linear
triangular equations, Eq. (6.7) and Eq. (6.8). This computational order can maximize
the potential computation parallelism to optimize the design for good performance.
Note that z1 , z2 , . . . zn are registers which save results for the accumulator. Also note
that initially z1 is provided then input to the hardware solver for calculating z2 .
After being computed, z2 is then fed back for z3 . The time delay between two clocks
is determined by the hardware latency. At the same time the separated division also
operates in parallel using an individual divider.
Fig. 6.4 illustrates a dedicated pipelined hardware architecture for implementing
the triangular linear solver on FPGAs. This triangular linear equation solver consists
of multiple PEs, result control logic, a divider, and BRAM modules. Inside a PE,
one of the columns in the lower triangular matrix L (such as l21 , l31 , . . . ln1 ) is fed into
the PEs, multiplied with zj .The product is accumulated as the basic computation,
demonstrated in each step in Fig. 6.3. The result zj+1 is further fed back through
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Figure 6.4: Architecture for solving triangular linear systems
FIFO2 outside of the PEs for computing the next zj+2 . The latency of the PE
determines the time delay from zj to zj+1 . Note that the divider is separated, operated
in pipelined mode for calculating (r1 , r2 , . . . rn ) based on the (z1 , z2 , . . . zn ) output from
the PEs, and controlled by the result control logic module.
Note that the FIFO in the PE is used for solving large linear equation systems
based on a limited number of PEs, which improves the hardware usage eﬃciency.
Without FIFO1, for example, in order to solve a 128x128 lower triangular linear
system we have to use 127 PEs (z1 is known) with one clock latency, according to
Fig. 6.3, to process 127 pipelined multiplication-addition operations in Step 1. In
Step 2, it only requires 126 PEs. In Step 3, 125 PEs are needed, and so on. Obviously,
this design wastes hardware resources because the requirement of PEs decreases in
later steps. The design of the short PE latency will decrease system clock frequency.
So we propose a novel method to solve this problem by introducing one FIFO1.
For example, assume that we have only 8 PEs with clock latency 8 for pipelined
processing. In the ﬁrst step it requires 127 multiplications for computing the product
of the vector {l11 , l21 , l31 , . . . l128,1 } and number z1 . So we have to run the hardware
solver 16 times or clocks (127/8) based on 8 PEs. Thus, the depth of the FIFO1 is set
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to 16, which is used to save the registers {z1 , z2 , . . . , z16 } for the following accumulator
or adder. The depth of the FIFO1 is controllable, which could be changed for the
next steps. For instance, the depth of FIFO1 is adjusted to 15 if it requires 120
multiplications (120/8=15). Due to the limited depth, this kind of FIFO can be
customized by designing the Finite State Machine (FSM) control logic plus separate
RAM or registers in VHDL.
The BRAM is the end of the hardware solver for storing the solution vector. The
memory size is determined by the input matrix size. To feed the hardware solver
it has a memory block storing the elements of the triangular matrix L and column
vector b inside or outside of the FPGA, depending on the matrix size and FPGA
memory limitation. For a small matrix, elements can be stored inside the FPGA
but for a large matrix, data must be stored in memory outside the FPGA. The data
communication bandwidth decided by the number of PEs and the matrix size can be
alleviated by using several independent memory blocks outside the FPGA.
The proposed triangular equation hardware solver for solving Eq.

(6.7) and

Eq. (6.8) can also be utilized for solving Eq. (6.3) for Cholesky decomposition.
Note that the computation for updating matrix D using Eq. (6.4), which is not
shown in Fig. 6.4, can be easily designed and implemented by using a pipelined
multiplier-accumulator[73].

Therefore, the whole Cholesky decomposition of the

linear equation system can be solved using only one dedicated triangular equation
solver. Similarly, only one pipelined triangular equation solver is needed to solve
least square problems[14]. Our design can simplify system complexity, reduce circuit
delay, and improve performance.

Furthermore, our proposed iterative Cholesky

decomposition can be utilized for accelerating CS signal reconstruction algorithms.
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6.4
6.4.1

Compressed Sensing on FPGAs and GPUs
Signal Reconstruction Algorithm

In CS theory, a signal is not directly acquired using Nyquist sampling theory but
indirectly reconstructed from a few measurements in order to signiﬁcantly reduce the
sampling rate, which is described by:

y = Φs + ϵ

(6.10)

where s is the sparse signal vector, which is needed to be reconstructed from the
measurement vector y; the matrix Φ, (Φ ∈ RM ×N ) is the known projection matrix
with M << N , and ϵ is additive noise. Even though the length of vector y is much
less than the length of signal vector s (i.e., M << N ), CS theory shows that the
signal s can be exactly or approximately reconstructed based on y and Φ.
However, CS signal reconstruction algorithms utilize linear programming, convex
optimization, and Bayesian inference methods, which are very computationally expensive. A family of algorithms for signal reconstruction are through ℓ2 minimization,
where the key computation is associated with solving least square problems and
Cholesky decomposition. A family of signal reconstruction algorithms is summarized
in Procedure 4.
The most computationally expensive step in Procedure 4 is to estimate the signal
vector at each iteration. To estimate the signal vector, one has to solve problem (6.11)
or problem (6.12). A family of CS signal reconstruction algorithms, such as orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP)[35], SToMP[10], SOMP[23], FOMP[12], and so on, all need
to iteratively solve Eq. (6.13) for signal reconstruction. Solving problem (6.11) is
equivalent to solving the least square problem, which is equivalent to computing:
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Procedure 4 A family of CS signal reconstruction algorithms
1: Input: the projection matrix Φ and measurement vector y, where ϕi is the i-th
column vector in the matrix Φ, yi is the i-th element in the vector.
Output: the estimated signal vector S.
2: Initialize the iteration counter t = 1, the residual rt = y, the candidate set Ωt := ∅,
and the matrix Φt := ∅.
3: repeat
4:
Find the candidate index. In OMP, the candidate index can be found by
projecting the measurement vector y onto the matrix Φ through matrix-vector
multiplication, which is equivalent to solve a optimization problem
λt = arg maxi=1,...,n | < ϕi , y > |
5:
Augment the index set Ωt = Ωt−1 ∪ {λt } and the chosen matrix Φt :=
{Φt−1 , ϕλt }.
6:
Reconstruct the signal vector by minimizing norm-2 to estimate the signal
vector:
St = arg min ∥Φt − y∥2
s

(6.11)

Considering noise eﬀects, add a constraint:
St = arg min ∥Φt − y∥2
s

Subject to : arg min ∥S∥0

(6.12)

Calculate the new residual and judge whether it converges or not. The residual
can be calculated as:
rt = ∥Φt St − y∥2
8:
Increment t, then return to Step 2.
9: until converged
10: Return the reconstructed signal vector.
7:

ŝ = ((Φt )T Φt )−1 (Φt )T y

(6.13)

where Φt is a set of selected column vectors from Φ, and ŝ is the reconstructed signal.
In computing Eq. (6.13), Cholesky decomposition typically is adopted and is the most
expensive step in calculating ŝ each iteration. Note that each iteration, the matrix
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is augmented and the Cholesky decomposition operates on previous results for good
performance.
Other well-known CS signal reconstruction algorithms solve problem (6.11) by
introducing a regulation to combat noise for signal reconstruction. Those CS algorithms include regularized OMP[9], Bayesian compressed sensing (BCS)[59][39][53],
TBCS[15], and MTBCS[61]. To solve problem (6.11), one needs to compute:

ŝ = ((Φt )T Φt + A)−1 (Φt )T y

(6.14)

where matrix A is the regulation term for combating noise. Note that computing
Eq. (6.14) is the most computationally expensive step in estimating the signal each
iteration[15]. Cholesky decomposition should be utilized to iteratively calculate the
signal vector. Also note that Cholesky decomposition can be performed by using
previous results to save time.
Therefore, the iterative CS signal reconstruction algorithms are computationally
expensive. Cholesky decomposition is the key computation step, used to iteratively
factor the augmented matrix for signal reconstruction at each iteration.

Other

computation for CS signal reconstruction algorithms can be easily realized using
CUBLAS subroutines[42][58]. We only focus on accelerating the most computationally expensive step, the iterative Cholesky decomposition. Our proposed high
performance Cholesky decomposition for GPUs and FPGAs is not only for general
matrix decomposition but also optimized for accelerating CS signal reconstruction
algorithms.

6.4.2

Compressed Sensing on FPGAs

Fig. 6.5 shows implementation of the OMP algorithm for CS signal reconstruction
on FPGAs. The proposed structure consists of several units:
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1. A matrix-vector multiplication unit for computing the inner product Φt y to
select the candidate index.
+
2. A Cholesky decomposition unit for factoring the target matrix Φ+
t . Since Φt =

(ΦTt Φt )−1 Φt , a matrix-matrix multiplication unit can be designed to calculate
the target matrix. As the matrix Φ is known, the target matrix Φ+
t can also be
obtained by simply using a look-up table. Computation of the target matrix
Φ+
t is not shown in the structure.
3. A linear triangular solver for solving linear equations and estimating the signal
vector. It computes St = Φ+
t y, where Cholesky decomposition is performed for
ΦTt Φt = LDLT . Note that the residual computation can be performed using
the matrix-vector multiplication unit.
4. A main logic controller.

The logic controller can be realized by using an

embedded CPU, such as a PowerPC or Microblaze[72] on Xilinx FPGAs. It
controls the data communication and schedules the working units for the system.
Note the proposed hardware structure is pipelined and a dual port BRAM is
utilized between two units and stages for good performance. The data between two
stages can be buﬀered and reorganized for data reuse in the next stage. Initialization
data and results can be fetched and updated to the CPU from the FPGA through an
interface controlled by the main controller. Also note that the proposed structure can
be easily modiﬁed for implementing other CS signal reconstruction algorithms. At
each iteration, Cholesky decomposition operates based on previous results. So only
the new selected index and vectors must be transferred for Cholesky decomposition
on the FPGA.

6.4.3

Compressed Sensing on GPUs

Fig. 6.6 shows the computational procedure of CS signal reconstruction algorithms
on a GPU. The GPU implementation for CS signal reconstruction include several
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sequential steps as described in Procedure. 4. The program starts with data transfer
from CPU to GPU. In step (1), the candidate indices are chosen by doing matrixvector multiplication, i.e., Φt y. In step (2), the target matrix is calculated, where
T
−1
Φt = {Φt , ϕt } and Φ+
t = (Φt Φt ) Φt . Steps (3) and (4) perform matrix decomposition

for solving linear equations. Steps (5) and (6) compute the signal vector and the
residual for judging convergence. These computation steps are iteratively performed
until the algorithm converges and the signal is reconstructed. The key computation
in signal reconstruction is to compute Cholesky decomposition iteratively for the
augmented matrix each iteration. Cholesky decomposition dominates computation
time. Note that each iteration, the target augmented matrix, Φ+
t , needing to be
factored using Cholesky decomposition can be conveniently solved based on the
previous target matrix, Φ+
t−1 =, due to Φt = {Φt−1 , λt }. Rather than calling a
CUBLAS level 3 subroutine for Cholesky decomposition (i.e., sport.cl for single
precision and dportf.cll for double precision) to recalculate the whole matrix, we utilize
our proposed Cholesky decomposition, which can take advantage of previous results to
save computation time and improve performance[17]. For other computation steps,
the CUBLAS libraries can be exploited[49]. Note that Level 3 sub-routines about
matrix-matrix inner product can be utilized in step (2). Level 2 sub-routines in
CUBLAS for matrix-vector inner products can be exploited in step (1), and Level 1
sub-routines for scaler vector-vector computation can be used for calculating the
regulation term in Steps (1) or (4) and other steps according to the CS signal
reconstruction algorithm.

6.5

Performance Comparison of FPGA and GPU

In parallel computing, FPGAs and GPUs are two important technologies for
application acceleration. However, FPGAs are essentially diﬀerent from GPUs from
many perspectives. A GPU has a ﬁxed SIMD hardware architecture, which can
provide massively parallel execution resources and high memory bandwidth. GPUs
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are optimized for streaming, ﬂoating point calculations.

FPGAs provide basic

logic units, function blocks, lookup tables, and routing resources which are highly
customizable for ﬁne grained parallelism. Thus, FPGAs can oﬀer better performance,
ﬂexibility, and low overhead because the hardware architecture can be fully optimized
for the speciﬁc application.
GPGPUs tend to be much easier to programmers and have less hardware
controllability compared with FPGAs. The programming language for GPUs are
CUDA[48] or OpenCL[51], each extensions of C with an associated API. By using
CUDA[48], a GPU programmer does not need to know as many hardware details. In
CUDA, computational tasks are performed by thousands of threads in 3-dimensions,
which are further organized as thread blocks and grids. CUDA provides a friendly
interface for programmers by hiding hardware architecture details. However, for best
performance, the CUDA program for Cholesky decomposition acceleration still needs
to be tuned and optimized according to the characteristics of the application and
GPU hardware limits, such as arithmetic operation order, memory access pattern,
and communication. FPGA designers have to not only think about programming
but also consider the low level design and implementation, such as pipelines, delays,
and architecture details. FPGA designers utilize a hardware design language (such
as VHDL or Verilog HDL) to have full control on the low level logic circuits,
programmable resources, and hardware architecture. In addition, IP CoreGen[70]
provides plenty of reusable and optimized IP cores, such as arithmetic units for
scientiﬁc computations, which can save designers’ time. However, the dedicated
hardware architecture for a particular application is still needed to be specially
designed for best performance. All hardware details, such as pipeline depth, latency,
throughput, and memory bandwidth should be fully investigated and considered by
FPGA designers.
GPUs have ﬁxed memory architecture while FPGAs provide customizable memory
hardware. The ﬁxed memory architecture, such as cache, global memory, and shared
memory, along with their associated bandwidths, may slow down the performance
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for the Cholesky decomposition. For example, for the NVIDIA GeForce GTX480
GPU[50], the peak performance is 1.35TFLOPS in single precision with 1400MHz
frequency. However, due to memory bandwidth this peak performance is very diﬃcult
to achieve for Cholesky decomposition. For FPGAs, a dedicated triangular linear
equation solver is designed by using several pipelined PEs. The dedicated scalable
architecture can be fully customizable and optimized, but on-chip memory is very
limited. For example, the newer Xilinx XC6VSX475T FPGA in the Virtex 6 family
has only 38,304 KB total BRAM memory which can be fully customized, so the
limited memory resource is not suitable for large matrix operations. The memory
communication bus can be fully customized for Cholesky decomposition in order to
achieve the best performance. GPUs are more suitable for large size matrix operation
while FPGAs are the best for small size matrix due to limited but customizable on
chip hardware resources.
GPUs can support single and double precision ﬂoating point. When computation
is associated with some operations, such as division, inversion, and square root,
results from GPUs lose some precision. Due to limited hardware resources, the
peak performance for double precision is worse than that for single precision. For
instance, the GTX480 GPU has double precision performance only one half of the
single precision performance [50], and older GPUs have one eighth the performance
of single precision (or no support for double precision at all). On the other hand,
FPGAs alow customizing the precision. For example, IP CoreGen provides IEEE
754 [14] arithmetic units for integer, ﬁxed point, and single and double precision
ﬂoating point. Moreover, the precision of those arithmetic units in the PE can be
fully customized, such as adjusting mantissa and exponential bits. Lower precision
arithmetic units on FPGAs require signiﬁcantly less hardware resources than higher
precision units, leading to higher frequency and performance for FPGAs.
For Cholesky decomposition, both GPUs and FPGAs can be utilized for high
performance parallel computing; however, design and optimization for GPU and
FPGA implementations are dramatically diﬀerent.
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In order to achieve higher

frequency on FPGAs, one should reorder and simplify Cholesky decomposition for a
pipelined architecture, minimize circuit delay, and maximize memory usage eﬃciency.
Arbitrary memory access patterns in FPGAs may be supported but memory resources
are limited.

Memory outside the FPGA may be large but the communication

interface may be a bottleneck. So we designed one pipelined triangular equation solver
for Cholesky decomposition, where several identical Processing Elements (PEs) can
operate in parallel. The BRAM memory can be organized to facilitate data fetch and
store for reuse in the next iteration. In contrast to FPGAs, the proposed Cholesky
decomposition on GPUs can take advantage of the SIMD architecture, which is totally
diﬀerent from FPGAs. The proposed algorithm for GPUs can facilitate optimizing
memory access patterns to reduce data communication for good performance.

6.6

Hardware Results

The proposed Cholesky decomposition and CS signal reconstruction algorithms are
implemented on the latest representative commercial products of GPUs and FPGAs.
For performance comparison purpose, we also perform Cholesky decomposition and
signal reconstruction algorithms on a CPU using LAPACK[37] and a hybrid system
with CPU and GPU using MAGMA[41]. The test platform has an NVIDIA Fermi
GTX480 GPU card[50] running at 1400MHz. The CPU is an Intel Quad Core i7
2.67GHz with 12 GB RAM. The software compilers consist of CUDA[48], OpenCL[51]
version 3.0 and gcc version 4.3.3 for the GPU and CPU implementation. For the
FPGA implementation, we adopt a Xilinx XC5VSX95T-2 FPGA in the Virtex 5
family. We utilize VHDL and Xilinx ISE 11.4 compiler, where IP CoreGen[70] can
provide plenty of basic arithmetic units with customizable IEEE 754 standard ﬂoating
point.
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Figure 6.7: Accuracy using customized mantissa bits on FPGAs

6.6.1

Customizable Precision on FPGAs

FPGA implementation of Cholesky decomposition can fully customize the precision
by designing ﬁxed point, ﬂoating point, or other formats. In scientiﬁc computing,
IEEE 754 ﬂoating point [14] is the most widely used format which has been proven to
be suitable for most situations. Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs can specify the
mantissa and exponential bits. High accuracy requirements imply high precisions
leading to higher memory bandwidth, and more hardware resources, but lower
achievable frequency. Customizing precision can save limited hardware resources,
improve the achievable frequency, and maximize performance. There is a balance
between computation speed and accuracy using diﬀerent precisions with customized
mantissa bits. Table 1 shows the resource usage for Cholesky decomposition for
diﬀerent precisions. We implemented 16 parallel pipelined Processing Elements (PEs)
on the FPGA for Cholesky decomposition. Note that we utilized DSP48 modules
in building multipliers for best performance. For notational simplicity, ”s52e11”
represents 52 mantissa bits and 11 exponent bits, which is double precision, and
”s23e8” represents single precision with 23 mantissa bits and 8 exponent bits. The
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number of exponent bits determines the dynamic range of representable values, so we
vary the mantissa bits from 20 to 52 bits and ﬁx the exponent to 11 bits.
Table 6.1: Performance and hardware resources usage on FPGA
FPGA Design
s20e8
s23e8 (single)
s32e11
s46e11
s52e11 (double)
Frequency
265 MHz
255 MHz
220 MHz 206 MHz
182 MHz
Slices
19%
24%
34%
62%
70%
DSP48
7%
22%
24%
35%
50%
Fig. 6.7 depicts the root mean square (RMS) error for the Cholesky decomposition
of a 256x256 matrix with random elements. The RMS error, Er , is deﬁned as,

Er = 10 log10

v
u∑
n ∑
n
n
∑
1u
2
t
(L̃ij − Lij ) +
(D̃ii − Dii )2
N i=1 i=j
i=1

(6.15)

where the elements Lij , (Lij ∈ L) and Dii , (Dii ∈ D) are the reference results using
double precision (s52e11), and the matrix L̃ and D̃ are the results with customized
mantissa bits by factoring the truncated matrix. Since the error will be aﬀected
by the condition number, we test 1000 iid matrices for Cholesky decomposition
with diﬀerent mantissa size. Obviously, the RMS error is exponentially decreased
with increasing mantissa size. Taking advantage of customized precision on FPGAs,
designer could balance the accuracy, precision, and hardware resources according to
application requirements.

6.6.2

Cholesky Decomposition Performance

Fig.6.8 and Fig.6.9 show the performance of Cholesky decomposition on GPUs,
FPGAs, CPUs using LAPACK[37], and a hybrid system using MAGMA[41] in single
and double precision. The FPGA is running at 180MHz for both single and double
precision. The FPGA has around 20GFLOPS performance. For a small 256x256
matrix, the FPGA can outperform GPU, CPU, LAPACK, and MAGMA in single and
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double precision. The GPU has much better performance than the FPGA, LAPACK,
and MAGMA when the matrix is smaller than 2048x2048. MAGMA exhibits much
better performance than LAPACK for large matrices. With growth of the matrix
size, the performance gap of MAGMA and LAPACK is increasing.

Therefore,

FPGAs and GPUs in single and double precision are suitable for small matrix
Cholesky decomposition, outperforming LAPACK and MAGMA, while MAGMA
shows advantage for large matrices because both the CPU and GPU are working
simultaneously.
Fig.6.10 and Fig.6.11 compare eﬃciency and the computation cycles of Cholesky
decomposition implemented on GPUs, FPGAs, CPUs using LAPACK[37], and a
hybrid system using MAGMA[41] in single and double precision. The FPGA clock
cycles are calculated based on the operations needed for a certain size matrix
decomposition. For the GPU and CPU implementation, we obtain the computation
cycles through the division of the measured execution time and frequency clocks
(GPU:1400MHz, CPU: 2670MHz).

Obviously, the number of cycles needed for

Cholesky decomposition on FPGA, GPU, and CPU all increase with the matrix size
due to O( 13 n3 ) computational complexity. The FPGA needs the minimum number
of cycles because the hardware architecture is fully customized and optimized for the
Cholesky decomposition. For single and double precision, our GPU implementation
needs much fewer cycles than LAPACK and MAGMA, indicating more eﬃciency and
less execution time depending on clock rate. When the matrix size is larger than
512 × 512, that performance gap decreases.

6.6.3

Compressed Sensing Performance

Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 show performance comparison of the CS signal reconstruction
algorithm implemented on GPUs and FPGAs using the proposed iterative Cholesky
decomposition, on CPU using LAPACK, and in a hybrid mode using MAGMA
in single and double precision. We implement the BCS algorithm[59] for signal
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Figure 6.12: Hardware compressed sensing speedup of GPU, FPGA and MAGMA in
single precision with respect to CPU execution time
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Figure 6.13: Hardware compressed sensing speedup of GPU, FPGA and MAGMA in
double precision with respect to CPU execution time
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reconstruction based on the proposed Cholesky decomposition for GPUs and FPGAs.
The BCS algorithm is a typical de-noising CS signal reconstruction algorithm which
has been widely utilized[61][15][21].

We compare the execution time of the CS

algorithm on FPGA, GPU, and on a hybrid mode using MAGMA with respect to the
execution time on CPU using LAPACK. We test diﬀerent scale signal reconstruction
tasks, i.e., the length of the target signal vector, which is shown in the the x-axis.
Note that the length of the signal vector also represents the matrix size which must be
iteratively factored using Cholesky decomposition. Due to limited on-chip memory,
we only test the FPGA for computing a 1 × 2048 signal vector. In order to compare
GPU, CPU, and hybrid CPU/GPU with FPGA, the performance comparison is only
performed for reconstructing from 1 × 256 to 1 × 4096 signal vectors.
Fig. 6.12 compares the speedup of diﬀerent implementations in single precision.
The speedup is deﬁned as: Sr =

Tc
,
Tp

where Tc is the execution time of the BCS

algorithm on CPU using LAPACK, Tp is the execution time of the BCS algorithm
on FPGA, GPU, or a hybrid mode with MAGMA. It is observed that our GPU
and FPGA implementations outperform the CPU using LAPACK and the hybrid
system using MAGMA. The FPGA has the best performance compared with the
GPU, CPU with LAPACK, and hybrid GPU/CPU with MAGMA in recovering a
length of 1×256 signal vector, which is 13.6 times faster than the CPU using LAPACK
and 12.9 times faster than MAGMA. Note that the FPGA has the best performance
in Cholesky decomposition for a 256 × 256 matrix as shown in Fig. 6.8. With an
increase of the problem scale, the speedup of FPGAs decreases but is still better
than the CPU and MAGMA. GPUs can achieve a 37.6x speedup in reconstructing
a 1 × 512 signal vector, and a 35.1x speedup for a 1 × 768 signal vector, which are
much faster than MAGMA and FPGAs. This is because in computing the Cholesky
decomposition for small matrices, the GPU and FPGA are better than the CPU using
LAPACK and the hybrid system with MAGMA. This advantage is greatly enlarged in
computing the iterative Cholesky decomposition required in CS signal reconstruction
algorithms. The key point is that our proposed Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs
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and GPUs for CS signal reconstruction can utilize previous results while MAGMA
and LAPACK have to recalculate the whole matrix each iteration, so that good
performance on FPGAs and GPUs is achieved. In recovering a small 1 × 128 signal
vector, GPUs do not show good performance due to overhead and data communication
for small matrices. With growth of the problem scale, GPU speedup is decreasing
and the performance of CPUs using LAPACK and the hybrid mode using MAGMA
are relatively increasing. MAGMA exhibits much better performance for large scale
problems than LAPACK due to both GPUs and CPUs working together.
Fig. 6.13 compares the speedup of diﬀerent implementations in double precision.
Compared with the performance in single precision, our GPU and FPGA performance
in double precision are still much better than the CPU using LAPACK and the
hybrid CPU and GPU using MAGMA. In solving the 1 × 256 signal vector, the
FPGA still has the best performance, which is 14.6 times faster than the CPU
using LAPACK and hybrid mode using MAGMA. The GPU can achieve about 27.9x
speedup compared with the CPU using LAPACK in computing the 1 × 512 signal
vector. With problem size increasing, MAGMA in double precision shows much better
performance than that in single precision. Therefore, FPGAs and GPUs are suitable
for small-scale CS signal reconstruction problems. The GPU implementation can
achieve best performance for recovering a 1 × 512 signal vector. The FPGA is the
best in reconstructing the 1 × 256 signal vector. For large scale signal reconstruction
problems, implementation on the CPU using LAPACK and the both CPU and GPU
using MAGMA may be a good choice since the FPGA and GPU implementations for
very large matrices are less eﬀective.
In this chapter, we explore the hardware implementation of the BCS algorithm
to accelerate the computation for fast signal reconstruction.

The CS signal

reconstruction algorithms in previous chapters can also be implemented on hardware
such as FPGAs and GPUs for computational acceleration. In the next chapter, we
conclude the dissertation and discuss the future work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Contributions

In this PhD dissertation, we have made contributions to CS signal reconstruction
algorithms and their hardware implementation. The main contributions include:
1. A novel orthogonal pruning pursuit (OPP) hard decision algorithm is proposed
and developed for CS signal reconstruction. Based on our feedback structure,
the OPP algorithm can reconstruct the signal much faster and require fewer
measurements than other traditional hard decision CS algorithms. In contrast
to other greedy CS algorithms, the key idea of OPP is to prune indices of zero
elements based on a given index set for ﬁnding true nonzero indices. OPP can
reduce a substantial amount of measurements. OPP can also make the signal
as sparse as possible and thus improves the capability of defeating noise and
interference.
2. A novel Turbo Bayesian Compressed Sensing (TBCS) algorithm is proposed
to provide an eﬃcient approach to transfer and incorporate this redundant
information for joint sparse signal reconstruction. A space-time TBCS structure
is developed for exploiting and incorporating the spatial and temporal prior
information, both or independent, for space-time signal reconstruction. Based
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on the BCS algorithm, we develop an iterative mechanism for information
exchange among diﬀerent reconstruction processes, motivated by the Turbo
decoding structure, which is denoted Turbo BCS. To the author’s best
knowledge, there has not been any work applying the Turbo scheme in the
BCS framework. A key contribution is the space-time structure to exploit
and utilize the temporal and spatial redundancies. A mathematically elegant
framework is proposed to impose an exponentially distributed hyperparameter
on the existing hyperparameter α of the signal elements. This exponential
distribution for the hyperparameter provides an approach to generate and fuse
prior information with measurements in the signal reconstruction procedure. An
incremental method [39] is developed to ﬁnd the limited nonzero signal elements,
which reduces the computational complexity compared with the expectation
maximization (EM) method.
3. We propose a novel front-end scheme for a high precision CS-based UWB
positioning system. Focusing on the properties of the UWB positioning system,
we applied the TBCS algorithm into the UWB positioning system. The joint
signal reconstruction algorithm is tightly integrated with the TDOA algorithm
to develop a new algorithm for fast tag tracking, which is named Space-Time
Bayesian Compressed Sensing (STBCS). The key idea in the proposed scheme
is to utilize the spatial and temporal redundancies existing in received UWB
signals among base stations. In one base station, the received UWB echo signals
are similar in time because the tag moves very slowly compared with the pulse
repetition frequency, which results in the temporal redundancy. Among diﬀerent
base stations, the received UWB echo signals are also similar, which yields in
the spatial redundancy. The STBCS algorithm is in a pipelined mode to process
the TBCS and TDOA signal processing algorithms for fast tag tracking. Both
algorithms are realized in a modiﬁed incremental method.
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The BCS algorithms are computationally expensive based on the BCS signal
reconstruction algorithm framework. Hence, we develop a high performance iterative
Cholesky decomposition and CS signal reconstruction implementation on FPGAs
and GPUs to speed up the computation for fast signal processing. Contributions on
hardware implementation in this dissertation include:
• Cholesky decomposition implementation on GPUs.

We present a novel

algorithm for Cholesky decomposition on GPUs through several optimized
kernel calls to exploit potential parallelism, minimize copying operations, and
optimize memory access for best performance.
• Cholesky decomposition implementation on FPGAs. We develop an augmented
Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs, in which only one pipelined triangular
linear equation solver is needed for solving the whole Cholesky decomposition
and associated linear equation systems.

A dedicated pipelined Processing

Element (PE) is designed and optimized for realizing the triangular linear
equation solver on a single FPGA. The proposed approach can avoid division
dependencies and remove expensive square root operations so that hardware
complexity is minimized and performance is greatly improved.
• CS signal reconstruction on GPUs and FPGAs.

We analyze and exploit

parallelism in signal reconstruction algorithms. We propose a high performance
structure for computational acceleration for CS signal reconstruction on both
GPUs and FPGAs.
• Performance comparison of parallel Cholesky decomposition and CS on diﬀerent
devices. We compare GPU and FPGA implementation from many perspectives,
such as hardware architecture, software programming, optimization techniques,
and precision.
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7.2

Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have made contributions to CS signal reconstruction
algorithms and their hardware implementation on GPUs and FPGAs. We proposed
the OPP algorithm based on the hard decision CS signal reconstruction algorithm
framework. A novel joint BCS algorithm is developed to integrating the redundant
information for good performance. For the UWB positioning system, we integrate
the CS signal reconstruction algorithm and the TDOA algorithm together to develop
a new algorithm for fast signal processing. Finally, we implement the CS algorithm
on GPUs and FPGAs for high performance computation.
For the hard decision CS signal reconstruction algorithm, we develop a novel OPP
algorithm. OPP is based on a feedback structure to exploit the prior knowledge in
consecutive signal frames. The OPP algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce the number
of measurements and improve the capability to defeat noise and interference. The
numerical simulation shows that our proposed scheme can achieve good performance
using very few measurements, while traditional CS algorithms like OMP and BP
cannot successfully reconstruct the UWB signal.

It is also demonstrated that

our proposed structure and algorithm achieve good BER performance under a few
measurements in the proposed UWB communication system.
Then, a joint signal reconstruction algorithm is developed to exploit and integrate
the spatial and temporal prior information existing in sparse signals, e.g. UWB pulses.
The turbo BCS algorithm has been designed to fully exploit prior information from
both space and time. Numerical simulation results have shown that the proposed
TBCS outperforms the MBCS and traditional BCS, in terms of the robustness to
noise and reduction of the required amount of samples.
For the UWB positioning system, a front-end TBCS-TDOA algorithm is developed
to apply the CS theory into UWB positioning systems for achieving ultra-high
accuracy. The STBCS algorithm is able to exploit space-time prior information in
joint UWB signal reconstruction to dramatically reduce the number of measurements
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while thus the sampling rate of ADCs. Simulation results demonstrate that our
proposed STBCS-TDOA algorithm in the CS-based UWB positioning system can
achieve a sub-mm accuracy while using low sampling rate ADCs. The results using
STBCS-TDOA are not sensitive to the tag location relative to base stations, so this
approach avoids the geometrical dilution of accuracy using the traditional sequential
sampling method.
In order to alleviate the computational cost, we propose a novel Cholesky decomposition implementation on both GPUs and FPGAs for computational acceleration.
Cholesky decomposition on a GPU is optimized with minimum memory access for
good performance. Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs needs only one pipelined and
dedicated triangular linear equation solver. CS signal reconstruction algorithms are
both implemented based on the proposed iterative Cholesky decomposition, which
greatly improve performance. Results shows that Cholesky decomposition on FPGAs
and GPUs have much better performance than the CPU using LAPACK and the
hybrid system using MAGMA for small matrices. In terms of computing cycles,
the FPGA implementation shows the highest eﬃciency. We can achieve around 15x
speedup for CS signal reconstruction algorithm on FPGAs and around 38x speedup
on GPUs compared with the implementation with LAPACK and MAGMA.

7.3

Future Work

One of the main problem in CS is how to deal with the noise in the sparse signal vector.
The basic assumption in CS is that the original signal vector should be sparse: most
of elements in the vector are zero and only a few of elements are nonzero; however, the
additive noise in the signal breaks the sparse assumption, which brings a fundamental
problem to reconstruct the noise-free signal.
One of the trends in the research of CS is to deal with the noise in the signal vector.
Bayesian compressed sensing theory develops a way to reducing the noise. However,
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if the additive noise is large, the signal reconstruction eﬀect is not acceptable, which
has similar performance as the hard decision CS algorithms.
Based on our previous research work on BCS theory, our future is to exploit
new ways to combat the noise. In particular, in many applications, we have prior
knowledge about the noise strength, or statistical properties, or other information.
All the useful information can be integrated into the algorithm for better combating
the noise to improve the performance of signal reconstruction. This research work is
signiﬁcantly meaningful and will impact many applications, such as signal acquisition,
signal compressing, and signal sensing.
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Appendix A
Proof of Equations
A.1

Proof of Lemma 3.0.2

Proof. By deleting the jth column vector ϕj from ΦI , the jth coeﬃcient x̂Ij in signal x̂
is then become zero. For convenience, we rearrange the matrix ΦI = (ΦI−1

ϕj ). The

order of coeﬃcients of x̂t is rearranged but does not aﬀect the values. For convenience,
we write ϕj as ϕ. Then we use ΦI−1 to express projection yI :
yI = y − RI
(
=

ΦI−1


−1
) Φ′ ΦI−1 Φ′ ϕ
I−1
I−1 
ϕ 
′
ϕ ΦI−1
ϕ′ ϕ



Φ′I−1
y
× 
′
ϕ

(A.1)

On using the Woodbury identity[47], the inverse matrix could be rewritten as
−1

′
′
Φ Φ
ΦI−1 ϕ

 I−1 I−1
′
′
ϕ ΦI−1
ϕϕ


C + CΨ′ ϕDϕ′ ΨC −CΨ′ ϕD
,
= 
′
−Dϕ ΨC
D
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(A.2)

where we deﬁne
Ψ = ΦI−1 ; C = (Ψ′ Ψ)−1 ;

(A.3)

and
−1

D = (Ψ′ Ψ − ϕΨCΨϕ)

.

(A.4)

Then (A.1) becomes
−1

yI = ΦI (Φ′I ΦI ) Φ′I y = ΦI Ay


(
) CΨ′ + CΨ′ ϕDϕ′ ΨCΨ′ − CΨ′ ϕDϕ′
 y.
= Ψ ϕ 
′
′
′
−Dϕ ΨCΨ + Dϕ
(A.5)
Clearly, we also have
yI−1 = y − RI−1
(
)−1 ′
= ΦI−1 Φ′I−1 ΦI−1
ΦI−1 y
= ΨCΨ′ y.

(A.6)

From Eq. (A.6) and expanding Eq. (A.5), after tedious computation, we have
yI−1 − yI = RI − RI−1
( )−1
= αy αT
,

(A.7)

where α = Dϕ′ − Dϕ′ ΨCΨ′ . Clearly, α is just the last row vector of the matrix A.
We note that x̂Ij = αy, then:
( I )2
x̂j
∥RI − RI−1 ∥ =
.
< αj , αjT >
2
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(A.8)

This concludes the proof.

A.2

Proof of Eq. (4.10) and (4.11)

We ﬁrst show the derivation of Eq. (4.10), which is given by:
P (sij |λij )
∫
=
P (sij |αji )P (αji |λij )dαji
∫
αji 1
(sij )2 αji i
=
( )− 2 exp (−
)λj exp(−λij αji )dαji
2π
2
∫
(sij )2 i
λij
i
i − 12
+
=
(α
)
exp(−(λ
)αj )dαji
1
j
j
2
2
(2π)
(sij )2 i
Let t = (λij +
)αj
2

 12
∫
i
λj
t

 exp(−t)
=
1
(sij )2
i
(2π) 2
λj + 2
t
)
d(
(si )2
λij + 2j
3
(
i 2 )−( 2 ) ∫
λij
(s
)
1
j
t 2 exp(−t)dt
=
λij +
1
2
(2π) 2
3
(
i 2 )−( 2 )
(s
)
1
3
j
= (2π)− 2 Γ( )λij λij +
2
2

(A.9)

∫∞
where Γ(.) is the gamma function, deﬁned as Γ(x) = 0 tx−1 e−t dt. We have
∫∞ 1
Γ( 23 ) = 0 t 2 e−t dt. Because both distributions belong to the exponential distribution
family, the marginal distribution is still in the same family. It is also observed that
the marginal distribution P (sij |λij ) is sharply peaked at zero, which encourages the
sparsity. Therefore, the chosen exponential prior distribution in the hierarchical
Bayesian framework can be recognized and encourage the sparsity of the reconstructed
signal.
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Based on the assumption αjb = αji , we have the same derivation:
P (sb |λi )
∫ j j
=
P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λij )dαji
∫
αji 1
(sbj )2 αji i
=
( )− 2 exp (−
)λj exp(−λij αji )dαji
2π
2
(
)−( 23 )
b 2
)
(s
1
3
j
= (2π)− 2 Γ( )λij λij +
2
2

(A.10)

In order to obtain Eq. (4.11), we utilize the above equations. Then the derivation
of the posterior is given by
P (αji |sbj , λij )

P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λij )
=
P (sbj , λij )
P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λij )
P (sbj |αji )P (αji |λbj )dαji
)
( (sb )2 αi
j
j
− 12 i
i −1
i i
(αj ) (2π) λj exp − 2 − αj λj
=
(
) 3
(sbj )2 − 2 i
3
− 12
i
λj
(2π) Γ( 2 ) λj + 2
(
)3
(
)
(sb )2 2
(sb )2
λij + 2j
exp −(λij + 2j )αji
=
Γ( 32 )
( ) 32
(
)
λ̃ij exp −λ̃ij αji
=
Γ( 32 )
= ∫

(A.11)

So the parameter λij is updated to λ̃ij , which is given by
λ̃ij

( b )2
sj
= λij +
.
2

(A.12)

For transferred multiply reconstructed signal elements sbj1 , sbj2 , ...sbjn , The posterior
function also belongs to the exponential distribution family.
Eq.(4.13), the parameter λij is updated to:
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As shown in the

P (αji |sbj1 , sbj2 , ..., sbjn , λij )
=

P (sbj1 |αji )P (sbj2 |αji )...P (sbjn |αji )P (αji |λij )
P (sbj1 , sbj2 , ..., sbjn , λij )

= ∫

P (sbj1 |αji )P (sbj2 |αji )...P (sbjn |αji )P (αji |λij )
P (sbj1 , αji |λij )P (sbj2 , αji |λij )...P (sbjn , αji |λij )dαji

= ∫

P (sbj1 |αji )P (sbj2 |αji )...P (sbjn |αji )P (αji |λij )

P (sbj1 |αji , λij )P (sbj2 |αji , λij )...P (sbjn |αji , λij )P (αji |λij )dαji
(
) 2n+1
( (
) )
∑n
∑n
bi 2
bi 2
2
i=1 (sj )
i=1 (sj )
i
i
λj +
exp − λj +
αji
2
2

=

=

(λ̃ij )

2n+1
2

(
)
exp −λ̃j αji

)
Γ( 2n+1
2

Γ( 2n+1
)
2
.

The distribution P (sbj1 |αji ), P (sbj2 |αji ), ..., P (sbjn |αji ) is conditionally independent
from each other. In this case, the parameter is updated to:
∑n
λ̃ij

=

λij

+

bi 2
i=1 (sj )

2

,

(A.13)

where n represents the total number of sbj1 , sbj2 , ..sbjn .
Therefore, above derivations show that how the single or multiple signal elements
sbjn , j = 1, 2, ..., N, n = 1, 2, ... from the other BCS procedures update the hyperparameters in the i-th BCS signal reconstruction procedure.

A.3

Derivation of Eq. (4.16)

One strategy to maximizing the target log function is to exploit an EM method,
treating the si as hidden data and maximize the following expectation:
[
]
Esi |yi ,αi log P (si |αi )P (αi |λi ) .
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(A.14)

The operator Esi |yi ,αi denotes an expectation of the posterior P (si |y i , αi , λi , β)
with respect to the distribution over the si given the data and hidden variables.
Through diﬀerentiation with respect to αi we get:

[
]
∂
i
i
i
i
E
i |y i ,αi log P (s |α , β)P (α |λ )
s
∂αji
[
]
)
∂ (
i
i
i
i
= Esi |yi ,αi
log P (s |α , β) + log P (α |λ )
∂αji
]
[
6
1
i
i 2
= − Esi |yi ,αi −2(sj ) − 4λj + i
2
αj
( i 2)
3
= Esi |yi ,αi (sj ) + 2λij − i .
αj

(A.15)

According to Eq.(4.3), we have:
(
)
Esi |yi ,αi (sij )2 = Σijj + (µij )2

(A.16)

We set Eq.(A.15) to 0, which yields to an update for αji :
αji =

A.4

(sij )2

3
.
+ Σijj + 2λij

(A.17)

Derivation of Eq. (4.20)

For the L1 (α),as shown in [38], we have:
1
L1 (α) = − (N log2π + log|E| + y T E −1 y)
2
= L1 (α−j ) + l1 (αj )
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(A.18)

where,
E = σ 2 I + ΦA−1 ΦT
∑
−1
= σ2I +
αk−1 ϕk ϕ−1
k + αj ϕj ϕj
=

k̸=j
E−j + αj−1 ϕj ϕj

(A.19)

and
1
−1
y)
L1 (α−i ) = − (N log2π + log|E−j | + y T E−j
2
h2j
1
l1 (αj ) = (logαj − log(αj + gj ) +
2
αj + g j

(A.20)
(A.21)

The quantities gj , hj and E−j are given by

−1
gj = ϕTj E−j
ϕj
−1
hj = ϕTj E−j
y
∑
αk−1 ϕk ϕ−1
E−j = β 2 I +
k

(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)

k̸=j

where ϕj is the j-th column vector of the matrix Φ.
In order to ﬁnd the critical point, the diﬀerentiation of l1 (αj ) is given by:
αj−1 gj2 − (h2j ) + gj
∂l1 (αj )
=
=0
∂αj
2(αj + gj )2

(A.25)

It is easy to maximize l1 (αj ) with respect to αj by taking the ﬁrst and second
derivatives. Then the maximum point αj is given by:

αj⋆ =





h2j
2
gj −hj

, if gj2 > hj ;


∝,

otherwise.
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(A.26)

The second derivative is:
−2αj2 (αj + gj )(αj−1 gj2 − h2j + gj ) − (αj + gj )2 gj2
∂ 2 l1 (αj )
=
∂αj2
2αj2 (αj + gj )4

(A.27)

Taking the critical point αj⋆ into the second derivative expression, we have know that:
∂ 2 l1 (αj = αj⋆ )
−gj2
= 2
∂αj2
2αj (αj + gj )2

(A.28)

Obviously, it is always negative, and therefore function l1 (αj ) achieves the maximum
at αj⋆ , which is unique.

A.5

Derivations about Eq.(4.27) and Eq.(4.28)

The ﬁrst derivative of the l2 (αj ) is l2′ (αj ) = −λj . All together the ﬁrst diﬀerentiation
of the posterior l(αj ) is given by:
l′ (αj ) = l1′ (αj ) + l2′ (αj )
h2j
gj
= (
−
) − λj
2αj (αj + gj ) 2(αj + gj )2
h2j
1 1
1
=
[ −
−
− 2λj ]
2 αj
αj + gj
(αj + gj )2

(A.29)

By setting the Eq.(A.29) to zero, we can ﬁnd the optimum αj⋆ for Eq. (4.28).
The gj and h2j are not negative based on Eq. (A.22) and (A.23). We have αj ≥ 0
and λj > 0 according to the exponential distribution as shown in Eq.(4.8), and
l′ (αj ) → −2λj < 0 as αj → +∞. Then, it has l′ (αj ) > 0 when αj → 0. Therefore,
for the function l′ (αj ) = 0, it has at least one positive root for αj > 0.
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We rearrange Eq.(A.29) to
h2j
1 1
1
[ −
−
− 2λj ]
2 αj
αj + gj
(αj + gj )2
f (αj , gj , hj , λj )
=
αj (αj + gj )2

l′ (αj ) =

(A.30)

Setting Eq.(A.54) to zero is to let the numerator be zero, i.e., f (αj , gj , hj , λj ) =
0. To ﬁnd the solution, we normalize the equation to reduce one parameter for
convenience. Then we need to solve
f (αj , gj , hj , λj )
= αj3 + B0 αj2 + B1 αj + B2 = 0
−2λj

(A.31)

The corresponding coeﬃcients are given by [68]:

B0 = 2gj
gj − 2λj gj2 − h2j
B1 =
−2λj
2
gj
B2 =
−2λj

(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)

To solve the cubic function, we deﬁne intermediate components as:
U = 2B03 − 9B0 B1 + 27B2
V

= (2B03 − 9B0 B1 + 27B2 )2 − 4(B02 − 3B1 )3
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(A.35)
(A.36)

Then the solutions of the cubic function are given by:
√

x1
x2
x3

√

√
3 U −
U+ V
V
+
)
2
2
√
√
√
√
3 U +
3 U −
1
V
V
= − (B0 + ω1
+ ω2
)
3
2
2
√
√
√
√
3 U +
3 U −
V
V
1
= − (B0 + ω2
+ ω1
)
3
2
2
1
= − (B0 +
3

√

3

(A.37)
(A.38)
(A.39)

where,
ω1
ω2

√
1
3
= − +
i
2 √2
1
3
i
= − −
2
2

(A.40)
(A.41)

Therefore, all those three roots x1 , x2 and x3 are critical points of the optimization
function shown in Eq.(4.20). We choose the positive root which maximizes the
optimization function in Eq.(4.20) as the optimum solution αj∗ for Eq.(4.28).

A.6

Prior Information

ik
Taking the j-th element as an example, we show how the parameters aik
j and bj are

updated based on the signal element ucd
j . First, we prove Eq. (5.7):
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=

P (ucd |aik , bik )
∫
ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )dαj

Let ucd
aik
bik
j = u,
j = a,
j = b;
∫ a
a−1
b (αj ) exp(−bαj ) αj 1
u2 α j
=
( ) 2 exp(−
)dαj
Γ(a)
2π
2
(
)
∫
ba
u2
a− 12
=
(αj )
exp −(b + )αj dαj
1
2
Γ(a)(2π) 2
u2
Let t = (b + )αj
2
ba
=
1 ×
Γ(a)(2π) 2
)(a− 12 )
∫ (
t
t
exp(−t)d(
2 )
u2
b+ 2
b + u2
)(a+ 12 )
∫ (
a
1
1
b
t(a− 2 ) exp(−t)dt
=
1
u2
b+ 2
Γ(a)(2π) 2
(
)(−a− 12 )
u2
a
)∫
b b+ 2
1
=
t(a− 2 ) exp(−t)dt
1
Γ(a)(2π) 2
)(−a− 12 )
(
u2
a
b b+ 2
1
=
· Γ(a + )
1
2
Γ(a)(2π) 2
1
)−(aik
(
j +2)
aik
cd 2
j Γ(aik + 1 )
(bik
)
(u
)
j
j
j
2
=
bik
1
j +
ik
2
(2π) 2 Γ(aj )
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(A.42)

Then the derivation of the posterior based on Eq. (5.7) is given by
ik ik
P (αj |ucd
j , aj , bj )

=

ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )
ik ik
P (ucd
j , aj , bj )

ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )
ik ik
P (ucd
j |αj )P (αj |aj , bj )dαj
αj
2 αj
= ( )1/2 exp(−(ucd
)×
j )
2π
2
ik
aik
j (α )(aj −1) exp(−bik α )
(bik
j
j
j )
j
×
ik
Γ(aj )
1
ik
(
) ik 1
a
2 −(aj + 2 )
j Γ(aik + 1 )
(bik
(ucd
j )
j
j )
2
ik
bj + 2
1
ik

= ∫

(
=

=

(2π) 2 Γ(aj )

bik
j +

2
(ucd
j )
2

1
)(aik
j +2)

ik − 1 )
2

(αj )(aj

(
exp −(bik
j +

1
Γ(aik
j + 2)
( )ãik
(
)
j
(ãik
ik
j −1) exp
b̃ik
(α
)
−
b̃
α
j
j
j
j

Γ(ãik
j )

2
(ucd
j )
)αj
2

)

,

where Γ(·) is the gamma function, deﬁned as Γ(x) =

∫∞
0

tx−1 e−t dt. Obviously, we

can see that the posterior is still the gamma distribution with updated parameters
by comparing Eq. (A.43) and Eq. (5.6). Because both distributions belong to the
exponential distribution family, the joint distribution is still in the same family. So
the parameters are updated to,
1
2
( cd )2
uj
= bik
.
j +
2

ãik
= aik
j
j +

(A.43)

b̃ik
j

(A.44)
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For the transferred reconstructed signal elements ucj1 , ucj2 , ...ucjn , the posterior
function also belongs to the exponential distribution family, which is given by
ik
P (αj |ucj1 , ucj2 , ..., ucjn , aik
j , bj )
ik
P (ucj1 |αj )P (ucj2 |αj )...P (ucjn |αj )P (αj |aik
j , bj )
=
ik
P (ucj1 , ucj2 , ..., ucjn , aik
j , bj )
ik
P (ucj1 |αj )P (ucj2 |αj )...P (ucjn |αj )P (αj |aik
j , bj )
∫
=
cn
ik
ik ik
P (ucj1 , αj |aik
j , bj )...P (uj , αj |aj , bj )dαj
ik
P (ucj1 |αj )P (ucj2 |αj )...P (ucjn |αj )P (αj |aik
j , bj )
cn
ik
ik ik
ik ik
P (ucj1 |αj , aik
j , bj )...P (uj |αj , aj , bj )P (αj |aj , bj )dαj
∑n
(
ci 2 )(aik + n )
j
2
ik n
i=1 (uj )
ik
bj +
(αj )(aj + 2 −1)
2
=
×
n
Γ(aik
j + 2)
∑n
( (
)
ci 2 )
i=1 (uj )
ik
exp − bj +
αj
2
( )ãik
(
)
j
(ãik
ik
j −1) exp
b̃ik
(α
)
−
b̃
α
j
j
j
j
.
=
ik
Γ(ãj )

= ∫

The distribution P (ucj1 |αj ), P (ucj2 |αj ), ..., P (ucjn |αj ) are conditionally independent
of each other. In this case, the parameters are updated to
ãik
= aik
j
j +

n
2
∑

b̃ik
= bik
j
j +

(A.45)

n
ci 2
i=1 (uj )

2

where n represents the total number of ucj1 , ucj2 , ..ucjn .
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.

(A.46)

A.7

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. In order to prove Proposition 1, we ﬁrst expand the marginal log-likelihood
function, which is given by
1
L(α) = − (N log2π + log|E| + y T E −1 y).
2

(A.47)

E = β 2 I + ΦA−1 ΦT ,

(A.48)

where,

The term log |E| is expanded to
log |E| = log |β 2 I + ΦA−1 ΦT |
= log(|β −2 I||A + β 2 ΦT Φ|)
= −2N log β + log |A + β 2 ΦT Φ|.

(A.49)

Clearly, this term, log |E|, is associated with the projection matrix Φ and the
hyperparameter matrix A, which is not directly related to the measurements. Hence,
it does not contain any information about measurements and observations. Then in
order to expand the term y T E −1 y, we utilize the Woodbury Inverse Identity [47] to
expand the term E −1 , which is given by
E −1 = (β 2 I + ΦA−1 ΦT )−1
= β −2 I − β −2 Φ(A + β −2 ΦT Φ)−1 ΦT β −2 .
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(A.50)

And we have
y T E −1 y = y T (β 2 I + ΦA−1 ΦT )−1 y
= y T β −2 Iy − y T β −2 Φ(A + β −2 ΦT Φ)−1 ΦT β −2 y
= β −2 y T y − β −2 y T ΦΣΦT β −2 y
= β −2 y T y − β −2 y T Φû
= β −2 y T (y − ŷ)
= β −2 (∥y∥ − y T ŷ),

(A.51)

where û is the estimated signal vector at the current iteration with the current nonzero
index set Ω. And correspondingly, ŷ is the corresponding measurements at the current
iteration. After several iterations, the index set Ω augments until all nonzero signal
elements are found and added into Ω. Then the algorithm converges and we have
ŷ → y, û → u and correspondingly the term β −2 y T (y − ŷ) → 0.
Based on above analysis, the log-likelihood function Eq. (A.47) can be written as:
∑
∑
1
L(α) = − [N log2π +
log(β) +
log(α)
2
+ log |A−1 + βΦT Φ| + βy T (y − Φũ)]
1
≈ C − β(∥y∥ − y T ŷ)
2
∝ −(∥y∥ − y T ŷ).

(A.52)

where C is the term which is not associated with the measurement vector y.
Obviously, we have
[j] = arg min(∥y∥ − y T ŷ)
αj

= arg max(L(α)).
αj
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(A.53)

Therefore, the j-th hyperparameter αj which can maximize the log-likelihood
function can also minimize the ”residual” term, i.e., (∥y∥ − y T ŷ). Hence, the j-th
index should be selected and added from the candidate index set Λ to the nonzero
index set Ω at that iteration. So Proposition 1 is proved.

A.8

Maximum Posterior

When external prior information is incorporated, the ﬁrst order derivative of l(αj ) is
given by
h2j
gj
aj
−
+
− bj
2
2αj (αj + gj ) 2(αj + gj )
αj
f (αj , gj , hj , aj , bj )
,
=
αj (αj + gj )2

l′ (αj ) =

(A.54)

where f (αj , gj , hj , aj , bj ) is a cubic function with respect to αj . By setting Eq. (A.54)
to zero, the root is the optimum αj∗ . We know that gj , h2j are not negative based on
their deﬁnition. And we also have αj ≥ 0 and aj > 0, bj > 0. Then based on Eq.
(A.54, we have l′ (αj ) → −bj < 0 as αj → +∞. In addition, it has l′ (αj ) > 0 when
αj → 0. Therefore, for the function l′ (αj ) = 0, it has at least one positive root αj > 0.
So we have to solve,
l′ (αj ) = 0
⇒

f (αj , gj , hj , aj , bj ) = A0 αj3 + A1 αj2 + A2 αj + A3 = 0

⇒

αj3 + B0 αj2 + B1 αj + B2 = 0

where we normalize the equation to reduce one parameter A0 for simplicity by
replacing B0 =

A1
, B1
A0

=

A2
,
A0

and B2 =

A3
.
A0
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The corresponding coeﬃcients are given

by
(2aj − 4bj gj )
−2bj
gj + 4aj gj − 2bj gj2 − h2j
=
−2bj
(1 + 2aj )gj2
.
=
−2bj

B0 =

(A.55)

B1

(A.56)

B2

(A.57)

To solve the cubic function, we deﬁne the intermediate components as
U = 2B03 − 9B0 B1 + 27B2
V

(A.58)

= (2B03 − 9B0 B1 + 27B2 )2 − 4(B02 − 3B1 )3 .

(A.59)

Then the solutions of the cubic function [68] are given by:
√

(1)
αj

(2)

αj

(3)

αj

√

√
3 U −
U+ V
V
+
)
2
2
√
√
√
√
3 U +
3 U −
1
V
V
= − (B0 + ω1
+ ω2
)
3
2
2
√
√
√
√
3 U +
3 U −
1
V
V
= − (B0 + ω2
+ ω1
)
3
2
2
1
= − (B0 +
3

√

3

(A.60)
(A.61)
(A.62)

with
ω1
ω2
(1)

√
3
1
= − +
i
2 √2
1
3
= − −
i.
2
2
(2)

(A.63)
(A.64)

(3)

Therefore, the three roots αj , αj and αj are critical points of the optimization
function shown in Eq. (5.20). We choose the positive root which maximizes the
optimization function in Eq. (5.20) as the optimum solution αj⋆ for Eq. (5.22).
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